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 Dorothy Chang’s saxophone works are significant contributions to modern 
saxophone repertoire. Chang’s music employs multifaceted construction that presents 
unique post-tonal vocabularies with significant motivic action within traditional 
frameworks, which creates a dialogue with the past and present. This provides a wealth of 
interpretive avenues for performers. Nonetheless, there is a lack of scholarship pertaining 
to Chang and her works. This dissertation’s analytical focus of Two Preludes for alto 
saxophone and piano (1993), Walk on Water for alto saxophone and cello (2004), and 
Afterlight for soprano saxophone and piano (2018) initiates the necessary conversation of 
Chang’s importance as a composer while providing a useful resource on performative and 
post-tonal interpretation. After tools of general analysis (which includes formal, thematic, 
motivic, and stylistic consideration) are applied, each piece is contemplated through the 
lenses of agency and narrative theories, most notably those of Hatten, Agawu, and 
Almén. This multi-tiered approach reveals how Chang’s three saxophone works possess 
commonalities of developing variation and simultaneous opposition, which both play 
integral roles in the cultivation of narrative. Agential roles and narrative can then be 
traced back through the different levels of analysis to reveal narrative parallelism, which 
 iv 
reinforces the potential avenues of meaning inherent in Dorothy Chang’s work. Finally, 
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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW  
OF THE LITERATURE 
 
 This project began with an interest and connection with Dorothy Chang’s music 
as a listener. Preparing her Two Preludes for alto saxophone and piano, I found myself 
struggling with how to best approach my interpretation as a performer. My interest was 
piqued as I realized the piece’s underlying, artful motivic construction which reveals 
opportunities for meaningful performance. As I explored Chang’s other works for 
saxophone, I experienced a similar attraction to learn more about their inner workings as 
well. This analytical study’s purpose is threefold: 1) to provide a resource for performers 
as they prepare these works that will give them flexibility to develop their unique 
performance approaches; 2) to combine different modes of analysis to unearth each 
piece’s inherent narrative while adding to the body of narrative and agential theory 
analyses on post-tonal works; and 3) to contribute a scholarly resource that enhances 
appreciation and a deeper understanding of the saxophone music of Dorothy Chang. An 
interview with Dorothy Chang to discuss her compositional approach will shed further 




1 This was submitted for IRB approval, and it was determined that the project does not require IRB 
oversight since it is no longer considered research under the updated IRB research standards as of January 
2019. The submission letter can be found in Appendix A. 





 Dorothy Chang is a significant contributor to modern saxophone repertoire, and 
her life and works are deserving of further examination. The youngest of three girls, 
Chang began studying piano and clarinet as a child. Although she was not introduced to 
professional music early on, music was a large part of her childhood; She accompanied 
her school’s choir and played in band, jazz band, orchestra, and marching band.2 She 
began her undergraduate studies at the University of Michigan as a business major. 
Chang took Music Theory for Non-Majors and Music Composition for Non-Majors as 
elective credits, realizing only then that composition was a potential career path. She 
transferred to the composition program her junior year. Chang had no exposure to 
contemporary composition until this first course as a college freshman. She studied 
composition under William Albright while working toward her BM and MM at the 
University of Michigan and later earned her DMA at the Indiana University Jacobs 
School of Music, studying under Claude Baker and Don Freund. She also learned from 
John Harbison, Bright Sheng, Bernard Rands, and Joan Tower through various 
workshops and masterclasses.3  
 Chang’s educational years proved to be formative in her development as a 
composer due to her hard work and strong mentorship. Though she describes William 
Albright as having “high standards, and he didn’t hesitate to let me know if something I 
brought in wasn’t strong enough,” he was ultimately a supportive role model in her early 
years.4 Having started her composition study later than most, she shares that she was 
 








often “full of self-doubt,” and is appreciative of his encouragement. He also challenged 
her to compose in a variety of approaches and to think unconventionally, which allowed 
her to discover her own personal style. Chang states that, “I still embrace that in my 
writing, and I enjoy exploring different influences from piece to piece depending on the 
performer(s), context, or personal whim.”5 Another influential figure in Chang’s 
development was Claude Baker, who taught her to approach her work with elaborate 
attention to detail. This helped her to polish her skill and technique while at Indiana 
University and helped to set standards for professionalism while she transitioned from 
student to professional composer.6 Though Chang only studied under John Harbison for 
one summer festival in Aspen, his mentorship is quite meaningful to her. He was 
nurturing and supportive of her emerging career, recommending her for numerous 
composition opportunities well beyond the festival.7  
 Chang describes Joan Tower as a tremendous mentor. Though they only worked 
together a short time at a Norfolk New Music Workshop at Yale University, Tower’s 
influence has a lasting effect. She writes that: 
 I was profoundly impacted by a specific masterclass we had in which we (Joan 
 and students) were discussing our experiences as female composers. There 
 were several female composers as a part of that workshop, and the atmosphere 
 was such that they felt open to sharing some horrible experiences they had 
 endured: sexual harassment and unwanted advances from male teachers, 
 conductors, etc. I had never had a female composition teacher before, and I 
 remember that Joan was so warm, so supportive, and so sympathetic (many were 











Chang often thinks back on this experience with deep appreciation for Joan Tower, as she 
created a safe atmosphere for the female students which was much needed. It has 
informed the way that she serves as a professor and instructor at various workshops, 
reflecting on how appreciative she was to have that nurturing support as a young female 
composer. Chang asserts that, “it is still not an easy path for many female composers, 
despite overall improvement of the situation.”9  
 Dorothy Chang is currently a Professor of Music at the University of British 
Columbia in Vancouver (since 2003) and previously taught at the Indiana State 
University Jacobs School of Music.10 Her impressive catalog of compositions and awards 
is indicative of her unique and varied compositional approach; while based in Western art 
music, her influences draw from the popular and folk music of her youth and traditional 
Chinese music.11 She states that, though sometimes it may not be evident, her early 
introduction to Romantic piano repertoire has also influenced her style.12 This distinctive 
musical flavor pairs with her ability to capture the expressive nature of each individual 
musical voice to create exceptionally dramatic works. Her post-tonal works are 
imaginative and forward-thinking with a nod to Classical and Romantic framework and 
tradition.  
 Chang has composed over seventy works that present diversity across genre. 
Examination of her output shows a range from full orchestral pieces, to a double concerto 
for erhu and piano with chamber orchestra (Gateways, 2018), to an interdisciplinary 
 
9 Ibid. 
10 Dorothy Chang, “Bio,” accessed September 1, 2019, https://www.dorothychang.com. 
11 Ibid. 
12 “Concert Preview: Q&A with Dorothy Chang,” Second Inversion: Rethink Classical, accessed 
September 1, 2019, https://www.secondinversion.org/2015/10/30/women-in-music-qa-with-dorothy-
chang/. 




dramatic work for four actors and a string quartet (For the Country: A Play in Letters, 
2012).13 Chang has published seven saxophone works to date. Her first in 1993, Two 
Preludes for alto saxophone and piano, is in two contrasting movements and was written 
for saxophonist Christopher Creviston and pianist Hannah (Gruber) Creviston.14 Mirage 
(2000) is a one-movement piece that was originally composed for flutist Paolo Bortolussi 
but was later adapted for solo saxophone as well.15 Obsess (2003) for saxophone quartet 
is currently out of circulation as Chang intends to rewrite its third movement.16 It was 
commissioned by the Chicago Saxophone Quartet, and its first two movements are 
available from the composer for perusal. Walk on Water (2004) is a single-movement duo 
for alto saxophone and cello, written for Paul Bro and Kurt Fowler.17 Chang composed In 
Quiet Light for alto saxophone and electric guitar in 2009 for saxophonist Christopher 
Creviston and guitarist Oren Fader.18 New Stories (2013) for alto saxophone and piano is 
a four-movement piece that was commissioned for Joseph Lulloff.19 Her most recent 
saxophone output is for soprano saxophone and piano; Afterlight (2018) was 
commissioned by Tyler Flowers, Bob Eason, Evan Clark, and Clifford Leaman.20  
 Chang enjoys exploring the versatility and the color possibilities that the 
saxophone offers, and its variety of tonal possibilities influences the way she writes for 
the instrument. She states that she is often inspired by its capacity to sound like an 
 
13 Dorothy Chang, “Worklist,” accessed March 20, 2020, https://www.dorothychang.com. 
14 Dorothy Chang, Two Preludes for alto saxophone and piano (Medfield, MA: Dorn Publications, 2006).  
15 Dorothy Chang, Mirage for flute or saxophone (Medfield, MA: Dorn Publications, 2000). 
16 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, November 18, 2019. 
17 Dorothy Chang, Walk on Water for alto saxophone and cello (Medfield, MA: Dorn Publications, 2006). 
18 Dorothy Chang, In Quiet Light for alto saxophone and electric guitar (Self-published: Canadian Music 
Centre, 2009). 
19 Dorothy Chang, New Stories for alto saxophone and piano (Self-published: Canadian Music Centre, 
2013). 
20 Dorothy Chang, Afterlight for soprano saxophone and piano (Self-published: Canadian Music Centre, 
2018). 




“expressive singing human voice, yet also its ability to be very percussive and industrial-
sounding.”21 When she composes for the saxophone, the material usually evolves from a 
specific timbral idea. One can certainly perceive through Chang’s music how she fully 
utilizes and understands the sonic capabilities of the saxophone, at times pushing 
established boundaries to produce uniquely beautiful works of art.  
Introduction of the Project 
 An in-depth analysis of all seven saxophone works by Dorothy Chang would be 
impractical for this particular project. For this reason, it is necessary to limit the scope; 
the three pieces chosen for this dissertation’s focus are Two Preludes (1993), Walk on 
Water (2004), and Afterlight (2018). Each offers a distinctive musical element, so 
together they create a representative body of Dorothy Chang’s compositional style while 
demonstrating her evolution. Two Preludes is the earliest piece in Chang’s catalog of 
published works, so it serves as a point of reference for her early style. It uses standard 
instrumentation and does not utilize the saxophone’s extended technique (aside from one 
slow bend at the end) but does frequent the saxophone’s altissimo register. Walk on 
Water is included because of the explorative opportunities with color between the 
saxophone and the cello, and their interplay provides opportunity for associative 
analytical approaches. Afterlight for soprano saxophone and piano serves as the most 
recent piece in the selection. With an oft-improvisatory feel, it incorporates more 
extended techniques in the saxophone: microtones, timbral changes, rhythmically 
accelerative figures, and ghost tones.  
 
21 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, November 18, 2019. 




 An analysis of each piece will show a progression of Chang’s style through their 
differences as well as similarities. One notable commonality is the presence of an active 
or transformative process involving themes and motives that suggest agency. A lateral 
goal of this dissertation is to discover meaning in Chang’s composerly agency through 
the supported narratives of these three pieces; my analysis will not only reveal active 
agents to which performers can assign meaning, but it will also reflect an interesting 
narrative reflective of Dorothy Chang’s life or worldview. Potential underlying topics are 
culture, gender, or politics; It is possible, however, that Chang desires for this to remain 
unknown for the listener or performer. Detailed analysis and subsequent personal 
consultation with Chang will shed light on this broader question, which will be addressed 
in the concluding chapter of the dissertation.  
Review of Similar Analytical Studies 
 There is a complete lack of scholarly writing about Dorothy Chang and her works, 
which is another contributing factor for the present project. As such, this section will 
survey literature that applies similar analytical studies to works by other composers. 
Then, I will provide a review of the methodological literature that will be applied to 
Chang’s music in Chapters 3–5. The dynamic created by multiple agents (whether they 
are thematic or portrayed by different instruments) is rich in Chang’s music. Narrative is 
revealed through extensive motivic development and transformation, rhythmic 
correlations, and contemporary formal construction within a traditional framework. These 
standards were used in my search for relevant literature.  
 Several studies utilize similar methodologies that the present analysis will 
employ. One notable dissertation by Ian MacDonald Jeffress entitled, An Essay on 




Musical Narrative Theory and Its Role in Interpretation, with Analyses of Works for 
Saxophone by Alfred Desenclos and John Harbison, 22 gauges the effectiveness of 
narrative theory and semiology through application to concert saxophone repertoire, 
while aiding in interpretive performance efforts. Using Byron Almén’s narrative theory, 
Jeffress establishes that “the foundation of a narrative-based analytical methodology 
draws from the idea of oppositional forces at work in a given piece…” and that “the 
actual analytical method will depend on the piece itself, and will emerge from the 
analyst’s discernment of the oppositional forces and relationships involved…”.23 Jeffress 
addresses specific problems related to the narrative analysis of post-tonal or atonal works. 
He follows oppositional thematic material throughout Desenclos’ Prelude, Cadence, et 
Finale (Theme 1 and Theme 2). Thematic repetition enforces their importance, and their 
placement within the form suggests their opposition. The first theme is the normative 
element in the oppositional pair because of its more stable harmonic outline and rhythmic 
structure, while the second theme is reactive and transgressive because of its implied 
harmonic progression and rhythmic motion. Referencing Robert Hatten’s work in topics, 
Jeffress characterizes the transgressive second theme to represent a tragic topic because 
of its consistent minor trichord and sighing gesture. He follows both themes throughout 
the form, showing how the transgressive theme attempts to sustain itself through a climax 
without the normative theme but fails. Jeffress concludes that its narrative therefore fits a 
tragic literature archetype, as the initial theme succumbs to the more harmonically stable 
second theme. This is an important resource for the study at hand; like Desenclos’ 
 
22 Ian M. Jeffress, An Essay on Musical Narrative Theory and Its Role in Interpretation, and Analyses of 
Works for Saxophone by Alfred Desenclos and John Harbison (D.M.A. Dissertation, University of South 
Carolina, 2013). 
23 Ibid, p. 18. 




Prelude, Cadence, et Finale, Chang’s music portrays oppositional elements within 
familiar formal structure, which provides a basis for interpretive understanding. Similarly 
following each theme through climactic moments suggests narrative theory and meaning. 
Almén’s narrative theory and Hatten’s topical theory will be further clarified in the 
following chapter.  
 Kimberly Goddard Loeffert’s dissertation, Association and Interpretation in 
recent Chamber Music: Gesture and Dialogue in Three Compositions by Franco 
Donatoni,24 focuses on post-tonal and atonal chamber music. She uses Dora Hanninen’s 
associative orientation theory and builds upon it with her own dialogical gestural analysis 
by examining each voice’s relationship within the ensemble. She also examines the 
literature using agency and segmentation while focusing on performative aspects. In her 
analysis of Luci II, Loeffert creates an associative map to display the form, which she 
divides into six associative sets and three melodies. She concludes that there is no clear 
repetition or traditional form present, and they all evolve and build to the conclusion. 
Loeffert’s associative map allows for her to decipher these segments’ metaphorical 
gestural purpose among the other instruments.  These purposes, as excerpted from her 
dissertation, are as follows:  
 1) Imitative (one or more voices could imitate an existing voice with or without 
 overlapping)  
 2) Generative/Reactive (one or more voices could react to another voice or set of 
 voices, or cause another voice to react)  
 3) Mirroring/Layering (two or more voices could mirror one another 
 simultaneously or consecutively in inversion or parallel motion)  
 4) Connective (two or more voices could pass lines to create a single line)  
 5) Overlapping (voices could overlap with one another without any clear dovetail 
 or apparent melodic line, often to create a more dense texture)  
 
24 Kimberly G. Loeffert, Association and Interpretation in Recent Chamber Music: Gesture and Dialogue 
in Three Compositions by Franco Donatoni (Ph.D. Dissertation, Florida State University, 2015).  




 6) Punctuation/Accentuation/Hits (one or more voices could act to accentuate 
 given moments within the line of another voice or set of voices)25  
 
Loeffert’s gestural analysis shows a climax of interplay right where the melodic 
instruments switch places registerally. Her categorization of gestures shows how the 
ensemble can use these interactions to develop their own interpretation that might not 
have been readily apparent otherwise. Loeffert’s associative gesture approach is also 
appropriate for Chang’s post-tonal music, since similar combinations of analytical 
methods are essential for interpretation. Chang’s music utilizes a variety of tonal 
concepts as well as interplay between voices, which brings with it more textures to 
analyze. The interplay of voices, interplay of oppositional elements, as well interplay 
across the different levels of analysis (formal, thematic, and motivic), relate to Chang’s 
music, especially when traditional phrase construction is not clear and a new view on 
phrase presentation is necessary. Loeffert’s dissertation is an important contribution to 
the literature of segmentation theory and gestural analysis by profitably melding the 
modes of analysis through Donatoni’s works.  
 Though Philip Ernst Rupprecht examines a different genre of music in his 
dissertation entitled Tonal Stratification and Conflict in the Music of Benjamin Britten,26 
he uses a motivic approach that reveals a broader meaning within the works he analyzes; 
as in Chang’s music, a motivic idea proves to be the essential facet of the work, and it 
becomes a microcosm of a larger narrative. In the Prologue of Billy Budd, he shows how 
a pitch-class conflict between a B-natural and B-flat is apparent in different structural 
levels, which creates a narrative for the entire work. Any time a B-flat tonality is 
 
25 Ibid., p. 35. 
26 Philip Ernst Rupprecht, Tonal Stratification and Conflict in the Music of Benjamin Britten (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Yale University, 1993). 




suggested, a B-natural appears soon after in the upper register to undermine it. This 
“tonal stratum” creates tonal ambiguity. Since the B-flat appears first in a lower voice, it 
appears as the stronger member, while the B-natural is an intrusive actant in the higher 
register with its subsequent entrance. Later, however, it becomes another functional tonic. 
Rupprecht asserts that their eventual merge suggests the opera’s theme of opposing moral 
forces. First appearing in distant voices, the tonal conflict is redefined when it appears in 
the same voice. The B-flat and B-natural dyad suggests an agency of synthesis when it 
later becomes part of a significant tetrachord. It is noteworthy how the tonal ambiguity 
leads to pitch-class dualism with the registral separation, and then creates a tetrachord 
through its synthesis; Its development over time suggests action and a deeper meaning. 
When the motivic activity is followed through Chang’s pieces, a similar theme is present. 
Motivic conflict, synthesis, and development is an important facet of her work as well.  
 These three dissertations are important resources to preface this project on 
Dorothy Chang’s music. Each piece has comparable construction and elements to 
Chang’s, and each author provides examples of relevant methodologies in practice while 



















 Parts of this chapter were previously published by The Saxophone Symposium. 
The author of this dissertation has sole authorship of the material.27 
 
 
 In the current postmodern realm, any composer can draw from a variety of 
historical and contemporary styles. For this reason, it is imperative to also synthesize 
analytical methods to draw the most meaning from each piece. Flexibility of 
methodology is important in Chang’s music since each piece explores and combines 
musical elements in different ways, so relevant individualized approaches will be 
expounded upon and used as necessary in each piece’s analysis. This chapter presents a 
methodological overview of shared concepts and styles that will be further explored 
through Chang’s three saxophone works: formal analysis, developing variation, topics 
and narrative theory, agency theory, and joining the worlds of performance with analysis. 
More specifically, the present analyses seek to unearth interactions of opposition, 
similarity, and transformation through form, melody, rhythm, style, and motive, which 
will then be examined through theories of musical agency and semiotics to reveal their 
inherent narratives. This chapter also shows how the approaches can be combined in each 
 
27 Included, with permission, from The Saxophone Symposium. Courtney Long, “Trichord Transformation 
and a Quest for Symmetry in Dorothy Chang’s Two Preludes: An Analysis,” The Saxophone Symposium, 
Vol. 42 (2019), 46–60. Documented permission can be viewed in Appendix F.  




piece to fulfill the project’s multi-tiered analytical goals, and then describes how 
performance application is generated.  
Formal Approaches 
 In Two Preludes, Walk on Water, and Afterlight, Chang uses clear adaptations of 
Classical and Romantic era large scale form. I will draw from the established approaches 
and vocabulary of William Caplin’s Classical Form28 and James Hepokoski and Warren 
Darcy’s Elements of Sonata Theory.29 Though they focus solely on tonal works, Chang 
does allude to tonality at times, creating meaningful post-tonal correlations that make 
them applicable.  
 Caplin’s description of Classical phrase construction serves as a useful point of 
reference for Walk on Water and Afterlight, but the non-traditional phrase construction in 
Two Preludes poses some difficulties. It tests the very question of what a phrase is, so 
segmentation theory is an important place to begin in deciphering meaningful phrase 
structure. Segmentation theory resulted from a shortage of formal approaches for the 
diversity inherent in twentieth century music (apart from set theory). It is the process of 
dividing music into smaller, significant parts from which one can devise meaning, and it 
generally produces a different manifestation for every piece. Christopher Hasty writes in 
“Segmentation and Process in Post-Tonal Music” that the analyst must consider musical 
elements outside of pitch-class sets when deciding on segments, namely domains such as 
timbre, dynamics, intervallic associations, register, and contour.30 He further describes it 
 
28 William Caplin, Classical Form (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998). 
29 James Hepokoski and William Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in 
the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006). 
30 Christopher Hasty, “Segmentation and Process in Post-Tonal Music,” Music Theory Spectrum, Vol. 3 
(Spring, 1981), pp. 54–73. 




as the “process of structural formation, the action of structures producing formal 
articulations.  In drawing the concepts of structure and segmentation into such intimate 
connection, segmentation can be understood not as something imposed upon the work, 
but rather as something inherent-something to be discovered.”31 In practice, a segment 
comparison will reveal continuities and discontinuities, and the latter brings the objects to 
the listeners’ attention. The action of these structures creates formal entities that can be 
deciphered using narrative theory. Hasty also embraces ambiguity in his theory, saying 
that even the opposition of ambiguity and clarity can constitute a domain to create a 
structural function. An adaptation of segmentation theory, emphasizing the associative 
approach from Loeffert’s dissertation as well as Chang’s musical post-tonal vocabulary 
she develops through each piece, prove to be useful in conjunction with the Classical and 
Romantic methods.  
Developing Variation 
 Mod-12 pitch notation, as established by Allen Forte in his book The Structure of 
Atonal Music,32 will be used to describe significant motivic figures in Chang’s works. 
Trichords and tetrachords serve as important motives that are characteristically set apart 
from each other, and they interact in meaningful ways; in one piece, a motive actually 
deconstructs and transforms into another. It is helpful to consider how Chang’s 
compositional style engages with established historical approaches. Her music 
demonstrates a modern example of developing variation, a practice established in the 
Romantic era by Brahms, who constructed themes through the constant reinterpretation 
and expansion of a small motive. This was later perpetuated by Schoenberg, and one can 
 
31 Ibid., p. 59. 
32 Allen Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973). 




relate Chang’s compositional style to both composers. In his book Brahms and the 
Principle of Developing Variation, Walter Frisch discusses how Brahms (specifically in 
his Piano Sonatas opp. 1, 2, and 5) takes the smallest motives of the theme and 
continuously modifies them.33 This is also an essential facet of Chang’s music, but her 
developed motives support, and at times comprise, the thematic content itself, rather than 
serving as a mere surface motive or recurring melodic idea. Like Brahms, Chang makes 
use of limited thematic material; Frisch refers to Brahms’s similarly mono-motivic 
writing, as each of the themes in his Piano Sonata No. 3, op. 5, are derived from the same 
motive.34 Like Schoenberg, Chang combines traditional and post-tonal strategies to create 
her own rhetorical language. The construction of her music is similar to that of 
Schoenberg’s expressionist atonal music. Analysis of Schoenberg’s Drei Klaverstücke, 
op. 11 must be approached in a similar fashion, as extensive use of developing variation 
is based upon three-note cells that provide unity among the three movements. In fact, 
Robert Hatten’s analysis of the first piece in Drei Klaverstücke, offered in his book A 
Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music, clearly demonstrates how an initial 014 
pitch-class set undergoes thematic variation and intervallic expansion to become 026, and 
how this provides the basis for the movement.35   
 Chang uses Brahms’s more conventional model of developing variation as well in 
some of her music atop this underlying motivic adaptation. In Walk on Water, each 
melodic theme undergoes constant variation, at times to the point where they are only 
 
33 Walter Frisch, Brahms and the Principle of Developing Variation (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), pp. 35–40. 
34 Ibid., p. 36. 
35 Robert S. Hatten, A Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2018), pp. 276–278. 




recognizable by their characteristic rhythms. In Afterlight, one new theme is actually 
created from variation of a previous theme. Chang’s use of developing variation at the 
thematic and motivic level generates a need for a multi-tiered system of analysis. In these 
cases, melodic themes are considered within the formal analysis prior to the motivic 
action.  
Semiotic Theory as Methodology:  
Topics, Narrative, and Agency 
 
 Since the fairly recent birth of the saxophone in 1846, stylistic musical 
movements and the literature written for the instrument have undergone rapid 
development. These reasons arguably play a large role in the lack of academic literature 
on musical topics and narrative theory in contemporary saxophone literature. Particular 
theories and approaches from the Classical and Romantic eras remain relevant in the 
current postmodern climate, however, despite the difference in musical styles, because of 
the meaning they so strongly established. Since Chang’s music has such a strong 
association with Classical and Romantic musical elements, it is even more reasonable 
when considering topical and narrative theories to first draw from what Leonard Ratner 
established in his Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style.36 Though certain elements 
need more attention to account for post-tonal musical meaning,37 applying these topical 
theories to post-tonal music actually sees no conceptual difference. Since topical theory 
draws from a rich history of meaning, why would it suddenly stop with music that simply 
no longer subscribes to traditional tonality? In fact, this conceivably creates more of a 
 
36 Leonard G. Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980). 
37 Examples of elements deserving of more attention are repetition (establishes musical importance in post-
tonal music) and mod-12 pitch configuration (which will be explored in more detail), both of which 
become part of the contemporary language.  




need for some theories to sustain and overlap as new ones are developed, rather than a 
complete rejection of traditional theories. Kofi Agawu and Robert Hatten are two 
theorists who have made significant advances in interpretive theory applying these 
traditional ideas to modernist and post-tonal music while departing and creating their own 
paths. Their contributions will be illustrated later in this chapter, as they present useful 
methodologies for the current project. 
 Narrative theory is contingent upon characters and/or events that interact 
throughout time to present a storyline. Meaning can only be interpreted through 
interaction of these elements, so without them, a narrative is incomplete. This project 
subscribes to Byron Almén’s work on musical narrative. He defines it as “the process 
through which the listener perceives and tracks a culturally significant transvaluation of 
hierarchical relationships within a temporal span.”38 He outlines that application of 
narrative methodology must consider the following three areas: 
 1) The meaning of the musical elements or “actors” within the story, both 
 independently and as they relate to one another (this step should reveal elements 
 that are in conflict)  
 2) An understanding of how these elements influence each other as they interact 
 and evolve through time  
 3) Discernment of the overall effect of these interactions in terms of the global 
 theme (commonly a theme of opposition or order versus transgression) and the 
 outcome of such that reveals a narrative archetype39  
 
 Almén adapts the narrative archetypes from the literary world, drawing from 
James Jakob Litzka’s established work in the area of narrative theory and semiotics.40 
Table 2.1, reproduced from Almén’s work on narrative archetypes, defines the four 
 
38 Byron Almén, “A Critique, Theory, and Method of Narrative Analysis,” Journal of Music Theory, Vol. 
47, No. 1 (Spring, 2003), p. 12. 
39 Ibid., p. 12. 
40 Almén commonly references James Jakob Litzka’s work in The Semiotic Myth: A Critical Study of the 
Symbol. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989). 




archetypes in relation to the opposition of “order” and “transgression.” Like the literary 
concept, these archetypes are expected to have flexibility with which modes of analytical 
methodology is applied. This allows the analyst the freedom to apply whichever 
methodology reveals the most meaning, depending on the piece. Almén confirms this by 
stating that “if narrative archetypes are to be useful as an analytical tool, they must be 
capable of adapting to a wide range of methods, circumstances, and ideological 
programs.”41  
Table 2.1. The four narrative archetypes in relation to interaction of actants42 
“order” and “transgression”, as excerpted from Almén in “A Critique, Theory, and 
Method of Narrative Analysis.”43  
 
 I. Emphasis on Victory 
  A. Comedy—victory of transgression over order 
  B. Romance—victory of order over transgression 
 II. Emphasis on Defeat 
  A. Irony/Satire—defeat of order by transgression 
  B. Tragedy—defeat of transgression by order 
 
 Kofi Agawu joins the worlds of topics and narrative from different stylistic eras in 
his work on semiotic theory. In his book entitled Music as Discourse: Semiotic 
Adventures in Romantic Music,44 he begins with an establishment of Leonard Ratner’s 
Classical era topics, but soon departs to explore Romantic and Modernist music. This is 
an important tool for the present analysis, as it demonstrates the application of analytical 
avenues to different musical styles beyond their original conception. Agawu establishes 
six rubrics to find the rhetoric in this more pluralistic music: topics; beginnings, middles, 
 
41 Ibid., p. 19. 
42 Almen’s chosen word “actant” is synonymous with “actor,” “character,” or “event” from prior 
explanation. 
43 Almén, p. 18. 
44 Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2009). 




and endings; high points; periodicity; enunciation; and narrative.45 Since Almén’s 
narrative theory has already been employed, I will outline Agawu’s first five rubrics 
below.  
 Agawu’s discussion on topics demonstrates how they act as an associative tool to 
describe musical affect, and how the positioning of different topics can determine 
meaning. He states that “to hear Romantic and post-Romantic music topically, then, is to 
hear it as a repository of historically situated conventional styles that make possible a 
number of dialogues.”46 His “beginnings, middles, and endings” approach accounts for 
all of the formal designations without emphasizing a certain one. It highlights the 
functions within each formal section as a beginning, continuation, and ending.47 This 
allows the analyst to bring together music from Caplin’s phrase construction models to 
Hepokoski and Darcy’s sonata theory to the through-composed form of a Romantic tone 
poem to exist under the same rhetorical umbrella. High points such as climaxes generally 
serve as turning points within the form. Agawu suggests that whether the climax serves 
as a dramatic high point of intensity, tension, or duration can suppose different meanings, 
depending on the context. When it comes to phrase structure, rather than asking “what” 
the phrase is, he suggests that one asks instead: “Where does the motion begin? Where 
does it end? How does it get there?”48 Though I find it important in the analyses of 
Chang’s music to ascertain the phrase structure type when it is clear (as it can provide 
allusions to topic and rhetoric), these questions unite those that do not have clear phrase 
structure with similar questions of purpose. The three types of enunciation Agawu 
 
45 Ibid., p. 41. 
46 Ibid., p. 50. 
47 Ibid., pp. 51–52. 
48 Ibid., p. 76. 




describes overlap with Ratner’s topical discussion: speech mode, song mode, and dance 
mode. Speech mode is characterized by a non-melodic, syllabic presentation of irregular 
rhythm like that of a recitative.49 Song mode is usually melismatic and has concern with 
expressive, singing melody, and a strong sense of meter with characteristic rhythm 
denotes dance mode.50 Though not all six modes are necessary for each piece, Agawu’s 
methods will be utilized as appropriate. His methods can account for the stylistic 
diversity found within Chang’s music.  
 Discussion of narrative and semiotic theory brings up questions revolving around 
the musical characters within it; Almén’s first methodological step (“consider the 
meaning of the musical elements or “actors” within the story, both independent and as 
they relate to one another”51) leads to the inquiry of how they are primarily determined. 
Agency theory’s primary focus is with these actants, shedding light on how to determine 
the semantics within the narrative while relating it to their portrayal through performance.  
 In 1974, Edward T. Cone developed a theory of performance that gives a dramatic 
voice to each instrument. In his book, The Composer’s Voice, he illustrates how 
instruments appear to take on a life-like form in Berlioz’s instrumental music. He shows 
how “instruments often appear to be leading lives of their own—to be speaking, acting, 
reacting, in quasi-human fashion…instruments are personalities.”52 Cone later describes 
that the energy each instrument’s voice exudes is transformed and transmitted, and how 
they are treated suggests a narrative (which is, in the end, a subjective experience). These 
instrument-agents are usually virtual, and their roles can be unitary/implicit, 
 
49 Ibid., p. 99. 
50 Ibid., pp. 98–99. 
51 Almén, p. 12. 
52 Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), p. 86. 




permanent/temporary, or leading/subordinate.53 A unitary virtual agent is the 
individualization of a single instrument that presents an important musical gesture, and an 
implicit agent is when a group of instruments together similarly act as a leading agent. A 
permanent agent’s role is maintained throughout a work or movement. Most instruments’ 
roles shift, however; a temporary agent is that which has only temporary focus, such as a 
solo part that emerges from the texture and then later returns to the background. Just as 
characters in a story can be leading and subordinate, so can musical agents.54 Expanding 
this theory to include nonprogrammatic music and to instruments that are not restricted to 
certain themes only, he states that “every musical gesture conveys an idea or image in the 
minds of the agent making the gesture and of the musical persona.”55  
 Robert Hatten explores musical meaning through topics (a la Leonard Ratner), 
tropes, and agency in the Classical and Romantic periods. In his most recent book, A 
Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music, he shows how agential identity can 
evolve over time to reveal a storyline. He defines a “virtual agent” as having capacity to 
“simulate the actions, emotions, and reactions of a human agent,” which can be 
actualized through the physical (“actual”) agencies of a sensitive performer.56 
Performance is an important component of his theory, as it brings these agents to life. His 
theory does not necessitate instrumental association with gestural material as does 
Cone’s, but the agential placement can demonstrate narrative progression of the thematic 
or motivic material, despite the voice in which it appears. Hatten addresses different 
 
53 Ibid., pp. 87–88.  
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55 Ibid., p. 92. 
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levels of agency (grounded in gesture and affect) and how their structural interaction and 
expressive dimensions can help us better understand music. First, though, it is important 
to establish how Hatten determines virtual agency. He starts with musical gestures, which 
are affective “energetic shapings” of temporality that can have different functions 
(thematic, dialogical, rhetorical, and tropological).57 When these gestures presuppose free 
will, intention, and an affective quality, agential identity can be recognized. Hatten’s 
theory also relies on the supposition that the virtual agent can change, which symbolizes 
character development, emotional, psychological, or spiritual growth to further reflect its 
human capacity.58 He lists some types of actual and virtual agents (included in in table 
2.2) with some brief musical descriptions. Each virtual agent is defined by its affect 
provided by its associated gesture, and the actual agent is defined before the gestural 
association, and subsequent agency, is established.  
Table 2.2. Hatten’s table labeled “Types of agency with reference to music” in A 
Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music.59 
 
 Actual Agents 
 Listener      
 Performer (with performative agency)  
 Composer      
 Teacher/coach           
              
 Virtual Agents         
 Persona (e.g. the “composer’s voice” [Cone 1974]) 
 Subjectivity (as integrative, self-reflective consciousness)   
 Narrative (staged by shifts in level of discourse) 
 Actors (with roles in dramatic trajectory) 
  Internal, principal (e.g. “protagonist” [Hatten 2004]); 
   Stable identity (active or reactive)  
  External (e.g., “Fate”) 
 Agents (with human characteristics) 
  Primary 
  Secondary 
 Actants (prior to agential identity) 
 
 
57 Ibid., p. 15–18. 
58 Ibid., p. 20. 
59 Ibid., Table 1.2, p. 34 




 Musical energies enforced upon virtual agents create an understanding of agential 
motivation, which creates human-like action. In reference to table 2.2, Hatten describes 
an outside “cause and effect” force as likened to an intention of “motivation and 
achievement” within the agent. Increased musical direction can be likened to an agent 
striving for something, and increased intensity can be interpreted as desire. Hatten’s 
demonstration of similar perceptions of energy is provided here as table 2.3. He takes 
objective forces and shows potential subjective agential application.  
Table 2.3. Hatten’s table labeled “Aspects of agency as interpreted (objectively and 
subjectively) by humans to account for the source (and significance) of perceived 
and focal energy expenditures” from A Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art 
Music.60 
 
Objective    Subjective 
Source 
Diffuse, general…………………………..Focal, individual (action by unspecified actant—e.g., 
     machine, natural, supernatural, human) 
Nonsentient……………………………….Sentient (embodied—e.g., animal, human) 
Connection 





+Result……………………………………Intended goal (i.e., teleological) 
Continuity 
One-time force……………………………Preserving an identity, persevering (as actor—i.e.,  
(isolated event)    continuity of agent across change, as active or patient) 
 
 Hatten’s aforementioned Schoenberg analysis that illustrates the application of his 
theory in post-tonal music is especially beneficial to support the motivic action in 
Chang’s music. The humanly expressive thematic gesture of one motive becoming 
another shows agential development through an “actorial protagonist experiencing a rich 
inner subjectivity” of frustration.61 The assignment of agency is not, then, completely 
 
60 Ibid., Table 1.1, p. 33. 
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subjective, but has its basis in the analytical aspects of the music. An analysis of these 
works can bring them to life, so to speak. At this point, and as Hatten confirms, 
performers may choose to integrate their own personal experiences into the virtual 
agency found in the music.62 Hatten suggests that further application of his basic concepts 
of virtual agency may be useful for unearthing narrative in “gender, orientation, race, 
religion, nationality, and marginalized communities or cultural groups.”63  
Performance and Analysis 
 Because of the genesis of this project and my interest in performance, the analysis 
of Dorothy Chang’s saxophone works seems incomplete without joining the worlds of 
analysis with performance. From a collection of writings in Studies in Musical 
Interpretation, Joel Lester expresses that, “…more reciprocal discourse would enhance 
our understanding of music-theoretical issues as well as performance issues.”64 Janet 
Schmalfeldt is another theorist who agrees with this view, saying that “performers and 
analysts will generally agree that a fine performance of a work expresses a unique 
understanding of its essence.”65 She even wrote her analysis of Beethoven’s Bagatelles 
through the lens of two different personas, “the Analyst” and “the Performer” to show the 
many considerations that must be made for an effective outcome. Additionally, the 
agential analytical approach necessitates a performance application to bring the virtual 
agency into actuality, so it is another goal of this project to generate analytically based 
suggestions on how performers might bring out turning points and transformative 
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moments from Chang’s three saxophone pieces. As a composer, Chang is open to 
performer involvement in her composerly process; When asked how she feels about 
performers making interpretive decisions based on their analytical findings, she writes: 
 I welcome anything that performers bring to my music since I view each work as 
 a collaboration, even if it was written years ago for a different performer. When I 
 compose, of course I hear the piece in a very specific way, but I’m thrilled 
 when performers are able to bring their own musicality and ideas to my pieces. 
 The interpretation might not always exactly match what I heard in my head during 
 the composition process, but I’m delighted to hear my music come alive in 
 different ways.66 
 
Application of Methodology 
 
 This project predominantly incorporates theoretical works on agential, narrative, 
and performative analysis with Chang’s music. While resources on segmentation theory 
and topics are related and were formative in my development of methodology, they are 
not directly applicable to every piece in this project. I adapt Robert Hatten’s work on 
virtual agency with the necessary foundation of Ratner’s topical and gestural theory. A 
combination of Almén’s methodology and Agawu’s methods inform my musical 
narrative approach, and from performative analysis, I combine appropriate established 
analytical paths and generate performance suggestions to reflect those findings. The 
performative aspect of Hatten’s and Cone’s agential approaches also shape my 
methodology. This dissertation synthesizes these three important areas of musical 
research, with each equally contributing to its overall formation.  
 Analyses of Two Preludes, Walk on Water, and Afterlight will first be subject to 
the appropriate large-scale formal analysis. Next, phrase construction will be examined. 
This will involve either a 12-count method or more traditional phrase approaches. 
 
66 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. Transcription available in 
Appendix E. 




Though a full segmentation method adaptation might not be necessary, approaching 
phrase analysis with full consideration of perceptibility, repetition/discontinuity, and 
keeping an associative approach will reveal important aspects of Chang’s post-tonal 
vocabulary. Thematic usage within the form will be illustrated, followed by motivic 
analysis. Thematic and motivic gestures will be surveyed throughout the form using 
topical and gestural theory, paying close attention to climaxes and turning points, as these 
are important moments in semiotic theory according to Agawu. Motivic development and 
interaction through time will lead to allusions on agential meanings, as will the 
interaction of musical voices. At this point, these gestures and actants will become virtual 
agents, which I will follow to show the outside forces found in the music that 
demonstrate their will and action, again paying close attention to important formal 
moments. This is how the inherent narrative will be brought forward. Performance 
suggestions will be drawn from the analysis to realize the virtual agency. This 
methodology, a general-to-specific approach, is demonstrated in table 2.4. Though it 
begins “formal to motivic”, it finds meaning by working in a reverse order (“motivic to 
formal”) in the end, creating a thorough analytical presentation. 
Table 2.4. Application of methodology appropriate for Chang’s music 
 1) Formal analysis 
 2) Thematic analysis 
  Character and style, interaction within the form 
 3) Motivic analysis 
  Construction, placement within the form, interaction 
  Consideration of motivic and thematic association 
 4) Virtualize the gestures found within themes and forms into agents 
 5) Follow agents throughout form to find narrative meaning 








 At times, the musical gestural identities in Chang’s music are tied to specific 
instruments, creating clear examples of unitary permanent virtual agents. More 
commonly, however, the unifying thematic/motivic elements are associated with 
demonstrated action and agency, which can pass among different musical voices. In these 
moments, the instruments are temporary agents, and the emphasis is placed on the 
motivic action. It makes sense then to attach agential meaning to the motive or theme 
itself to best demonstrate how the narrative progresses. Applying this agency theory to 
the thematic material gives voice to the works’ important elements.  
 After the analysis is complete with each piece and the virtual agents and 
narratives are made clear, I will make performance suggestions that refer to and reflect 
my analytical findings. Initially, some formal musical performance suggestions can be 
made based upon Chang’s interesting phrase construction. For instance, in Two Preludes, 
the aggregate completion creates unique opportunities to build tension to certain notes, as 
does the rhythmic interplay between themes. She uses significant intervals cadentially as 
framing intervals, which can also be highlighted through performance. After agency is 
determined, performers can bring out the placement of motives within the form to create 
a story based upon where the developing agent is at that point in time. Form, thematic, 
and motivic elements will always be referenced to support these performance 
suggestions. Beginnings, middles, and ends will be given the most attention, and 
climaxes are considered turning points; any motivic or thematic development at these 
important moments will create a richer, more meaningful performance.  
 Applying this methodology to Chang’s music contributes to the discussion on 
finding meaning in post-tonal music. It also begins the conversation on Chang’s music in 




the academic world, as this work has not yet been applied to her saxophone music. 
Another important aspect of this dissertation is the opportunity to include Dorothy 
Chang’s voice, via personal interview, once the analytical findings have been completed. 
An interview rounds off this project because it allows her to shed light on her 
intentions—and enables us to situate the composer herself with respect to the analyses, 













































 ANALYSIS OF TWO PRELUDES FOR ALTO  
SAXOPHONE AND PIANO: TRICHORD  
TRANSFORMATION AND A  
QUEST FOR BALANCE 
 
Introduction 
 Parts of this chapter were previously published by The Saxophone Symposium. 
The author of this dissertation has sole authorship of the material.67  
 
 Dorothy Chang’s straightforward compositional structure in her 1993 work Two 
Preludes68 is often lost in the piece’s aural and technical intensity. A strong contribution 
to modern saxophone repertoire, Two Preludes is an artfully woven composition 
deserving of further examination. An analysis of the motivic construction and underlying 
formal elements of the piece will reveal approaches for a meaningful performance.  
 Two Preludes is Chang’s first work for the saxophone, and she composed it for 
Christopher Creviston’s master’s degree saxophone recital as an undergraduate student. 
Christopher and pianist Hannah (Gruber) Creviston later recorded it in their 2012 album, 
The Columbia Sessions.69 Chang shares that Two Preludes was originally intended to 
precede a longer piece that was never written.70 The preludes now stand on their own as a 
 
67 Included, with permission, from The Saxophone Symposium. Courtney Long, “Trichord Transformation 
and a Quest for Symmetry in Dorothy Chang’s Two Preludes: An Analysis,” The Saxophone Symposium, 
Vol. 42 (2019), 46–60. Documented permission can be viewed in Appendix F.  
68 Dorothy Chang, Two Preludes for alto saxophone and piano (Medfield, MA: Dorn Publications, 2006). 
69 Christopher Creviston and Hannah Gruber. 2012. Two Preludes: Adagio e espressivo and Prestissimo. 
From The Columbia Sessions. Released March 1, 2012. Albany Records. CD. 
70 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. Transcription available in 
Appendix E. 




two-movement work. The two contrasting preludes, “Adagio e espressivo” and 
“Prestissimo,” demonstrate the saxophone’s ability to express multiple moods and 
produce contrasting effects. Prelude I is free and improvisatory, with an additive 
saxophone melody and a sparse piano accompaniment that outlines quartal harmonies. In 
Prelude II, Chang places the saxophone and piano in fast, technical counterpoint with 
irregular rhythms that create a feeling of wild abandon. Chang remembers that as she 
composed Two Preludes, she had just been introduced to Gyorgy Ligeti’s Piano Etudes. 
She states that second prelude was influenced by the rhythmic drive found within several 
of the etudes.71 
Prelude I Analysis 
 Chang melds innovative methods with tradition. Aggregate completion dictates 
phrase construction in both preludes; all twelve pitch classes are presented melodically, 
and the arrival of the final pitch class signifies the conclusion of a phrase. The following 
phrase then begins with a new twelve-count. Though the pitches are not formally 
serialized, the twelve-count method must be considered when analyzing the piece. 
Prelude I is in ternary arch form, A B A’. The phrases in the A sections (A and A’) are 
generally long and irregular in length, as each phrase presents all twelve pitches in the 
saxophone line using additive melody and motivic development as a vehicle. Because of 
this additive approach, some pitches are repeated in the presentation of all twelve. The 
first phrase (mm. 1–12) and this twelve-count construction can be observed in example 
3.1. The last two pitches needed to complete the aggregate are the written B-natural and 
 
71 Ibid. 




E-flat, which are found at the end of the phrase, just before the repetition of the F-natural. 
The terms “aggregate” and “phrase” can be used interchangeably in this analysis.  
Example 3.1. Pitch content of Prelude I, phrase 1 compared to the octatonic scale. 
Mm. 1–12. 
 
Octatonic Scale 0,1: (based on saxophone’s written pitches) 
 
Saxophone, mm. 1–12: 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Prelude I’s form is provided in table 3.1. The two A sections combined contain 
three phrases, and section B also contains three phrases. The phrase construction is 
balanced, though the A sections are comprised of more measures because the melody 
unfolds slowly, taking more time to present the aggregate. The B section features a 
saxophone cadenza, which exhibits rhythmic diminution to present the additive melody in 
a more compact manner, climaxing in rhythmic activity and range in measure 36. Section 
B not only offers more rhythmic action, but also contrasting material in a new texture. 
Significant framing intervals signify the end of each section, which gives these moments 
a cadential connotation; while the A sections end on an ascending minor seventh, section 




B concludes on a descending minor seventh. The aggregate construction creates a number 
of performance opportunities, which will be addressed after the analysis.  
Table 3.1. Ternary form of Prelude I with phrase delineations 
 
Section A 
Phrase 1: mm. 1–12 
Phrase 2: mm. 13–21 
Section B  
Phrase 3: eighth-note pickup to m. 22–m. 25 
Phrase 4: eighth-note pickup to m. 26–m. 33, saxophone written A-natural downbeat 
Phrase 5: saxophone written B-natural in beat one of m. 33–C-natural in m. 37 
Section A’ 
Phrase 6: after fermata in m. 37–m. 49 (material begins with the motion from the “slightly faster” 
phrase 2, and ends with the material from the beginning of phrase 1, including the specific pitches 
from the first ascending minor seventh in m. 2) 
 
 The additive melody creates rhythmic repetition as a byproduct of the 
aforementioned pitch repetition, but rhythmic variation is also an important element of 
the first prelude. All rhythms used in Prelude I can be traced to the rhythmic motives 
found in the first phrase. For instance, compare the rhythms in the following measures in 
table 3.2. As these rhythmic ideas are varied through the A section, longer lines are 
created that utilize less silence. The ideas develop further into a more rhythmically 
complex B section. When A returns, it does so in the reverse order from the first A, with 
the more active rhythm (i.e., phrase 2) moving to the simpler rhythms that again employ 
more silence (such as in phrase 1). Chang creates metrical ambiguity by generally 
avoiding ideas that start on a downbeat and by weaving in and out of quarter-note and 
eighth note-based meters with triplets and articulated syncopation. 
Table 3.2. Examples of rhythmic variation originating from the first phrase. Prelude 
I.  
  
 Compare measures                            with measure(s) 
 1–4       46 
 5–6      13, 22, 38 
 7–8      19–20, 41 
 9–10      22–23, 36 




 The pitch content in the saxophone’s opening gesture (mm. 1–3) is ambiguous 
and can be interpreted using more than one method. To begin, the pitches outline a 
concert E-flat7b9 chord, so one could seek to construct a chordal analysis as the prelude 
unfolds. More notably, however, the opening phrase gives the impression of the (0,1) 
octatonic scale, which is further emphasized by the repeated pitches. In fact, the melody 
in the first nine measures only strays from this octatonic pitch collection twice, with 
concert B-natural in mm. 6 and 9 (see example 3.1). The aggregate completion forces the 
pitch content to eventually break away from the mold, but the saxophone’s “outside 
tones” are mainly confined to measure 10. The piano serves to mirror the pitch collection 
while foreshadowing its eventual vagrancy. The D-flat and E-flat in measure 3 represent 
the inversion of the saxophone’s same concert pitches in measure 2, while the A-flat and 
F-natural in measure 3 (piano) warn of the inevitable pitch collection change while 
maintaining the whole-step movement established by the D-flat and E-flat.  
 Mod-12 pitch notation72 is used to describe the prevalent motivic figures in this 
work. Certain motives are used in abundance, namely the 013 trichord and the minor 
seventh interval (both are also inherent in the octatonic scale). Example 3.2 shows that 
the saxophone’s second, third, and fourth pitches (written C-sharp, C-natural, and B-flat) 
create the prime form pitch class set 013. This 013 trichord and the minor seventh 
interval between the C-natural and the B-flat are significant, and Chang manipulates and 
interweaves versions of both motives intricately. In the saxophone’s second entrance in 
measure five, instead of resolving to a G-natural after the minor seventh leap up to the B-
flat, the composer adds another 013 trichord (A-natural, F-sharp, and G-sharp), which 
 
72 Allen Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973). 




incorporates a minor seventh descent. The minor seventh’s inversion is utilized in 
measure seven to introduce a succession of five 013 trichords. By the end of phrase one, 
all twelve tones are used in the saxophone melody. The piano accompaniment, though 
sparse, supports the melody’s tendencies with more 013 linear trichords and harmonic 
minor-seventh intervals. Measures three and four are comprised exclusively of 
interlocked minor sevenths that create quartal harmony. The saxophone’s concert B-flat 
completes the pattern with the piano’s A-flat, and the piano’s harmonic minor seventh in 
measure five creates an interlocked quartal harmony with the saxophone’s subsequent 
melodic minor seventh (the saxophone’s concert pitch E-flat and D-flat minor seventh on 


















Example 3.2. Use of trichord 013 and minor 7th in Prelude I, A section. Mm. 1–13. 
  
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Similar motivic construction dictates the B section (cadenza), as well; the minor 
seventh is utilized melodically more often, as is its inversion in the longer-range melodic 
contour (notice the beginnings and ends of the added slur markings and their relation by a 
major second). The section gains momentum thematically and musically toward the 




climax in measure 36 with increased interconnected and overlapping trichords and minor 
sevenths, especially near the text “pushing forward” in measure 31. As the climax nears, 
the 013 trichord is truncated, as the melody focuses on the outside structure of the figure 
by repeating the 03 (minor third) in measures 34–36 (B-flat/G, then B-natural/G-sharp); 
these dyads also relate it back to the A section (see saxophone example 3.2, measure 13). 
The cadenza “cadences” with the framing descending minor seventh. The last A section 
deconstructs in the same manner in which it was constructed at the beginning of the first 
A; it also re-establishes the 013 trichord and ends with interlocked fourths, separated by a 
half step in the piano, with a minor seventh on top. The saxophone’s last motive is 
repeated five times consecutively (the C-natural to the B-flat ascending minor seventh).    
Example 3.3. Use of trichord 013 and minor 7th in Prelude I, B section. Mm. 22–37. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 




Prelude II Analysis 
 Prelude II is in ternary form, and the piano here plays a larger role in the 
presentation of thematic material. Chang uses aggregate completion again to delineate the 
phrase construction in this second prelude, but now, pitches not located in the saxophone 
line may be located in the piano. Perhaps because of the more complex thematic activity, 
the aggregate presentation is likely to align with listeners’ phrase expectations, 
particularly compared to the first prelude’s concluding sections. (Again, the term 
“phrase” can be used interchangeably with “aggregate” in table 3.3 below.) There are two 
main themes, referred to as Theme 1 and Theme 2 (the latter is comprised of two smaller 


































       











Table 3.3. Formal construction of Prelude II with phrase delineations 
 
Section A 
Phrase 1: mm. 1–10: First statement of Theme 1 in piano 
Phrase 2: mm. 11–13: Material from Theme 1 serves to link the introduction to the saxophone’s 
statement 
Phrase 3: mm. 14–17: Theme 1 in saxophone; same concert pitch as first statement 
Phrase 4: mm. 18–19: Material from Theme 1 
Phrase 5: mm. 20–25: Theme 1 in saxophone, transposed up a tritone. Transition material appears in 
the piano in beat 4 of m. 24–m. 25. 
 
Section B 
Phrase 6: mm. 26–30: Theme 2a in saxophone and Theme 2b in piano (contrasting motion) 
Phrase 7: mm. 31–34: Theme 2a in saxophone (transposed up a perfect fifth) and Theme 2b in piano  
Phrase 8: mm. 35–39: Development of Theme 2a in saxophone using imitation; Theme 2b in piano 
(transposed up two octaves) 
Phrase 9: mm. 40–59: Development of Theme 2a in saxophone and development of Theme 2b in 
piano to transition back to Theme 1.  
Section A’ 
Phrase 10: m. 60–downbeat of m. 65: Theme 1 in saxophone begins with partial statement 
(transposed up a major seventh), then repeats down a perfect fourth from original statement 
Phrase 11: mm. 65–74: Theme 1 
 
Transition 
Phrase 12: mm. 75–83: Theme 2b in saxophone; Theme 1 in piano starting in m. 77 
Phrase 13: mm. 84–86: Theme 1 material in unison 
Phrase 14: mm. 87–88: Theme 1 material in unison 
Closing 
Phrase 15: mm. 89–94: Theme 2a in saxophone 
Phrase 16: mm. 95 –103: Theme 1 in saxophone 
Phrase 17: mm. 104–114: Theme 2a in saxophone and Theme 2b in piano 
 
 The irregular groupings and consistent motion of Theme 1 create a sense of chaos. 
Theme 2a is more lyrical in nature, and 2b maintains the driving, though more metrically 
stable, forward motion from Theme 1. The closing is essentially a condensed, inverse 
version of the ABA’ before the transition, so that the two main themes make a 
symmetrical pattern of opposition around the transition section:  
Theme 1 — Theme 2 — Theme 1 ||Transition|| Theme 2 — Theme 1 — Theme 2 
 
The form of Prelude II is a more complex version of that from Prelude I, with its same 
central ternary construction. Prelude II, however, enjoys longer formal sections, a 
transition, and a closing section. Initially, it seems that Prelude II climaxes at the end of 




the first A section with the saxophone’s concert A-natural in measure 24, only to achieve 
a bigger build and glissando to the altissimo concert B-natural (mm. 51–55) at the end of 
the B section. In retrospect, these are actually false climaxes, and Chang uses them to 
obscure the prelude’s structure. The true climax occurs at the end with a much more 
dramatic bend up to an altissimo concert E-flat (mm. 110–113), with an optional double 
A-flat: 
Example 3.5. Climaxes in Prelude II. Mm. 23–26, 51–55, and 26–29. 
 
False climax #1: 
Saxophone, mm. 23–26 
 
 
False climax #2: 




Saxophone, mm. 110–113 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 One can also observe in example 3.4 that the rhythm of Prelude II, though 
irregular, is somewhat pattern-based. Theme 1 usually begins in a 15/16 meter and passes 
through different groupings of sixteenth notes until it works itself into the stability found 
in a 3/4 or 4/4 meter. This behavior is evident with the first three statements of Theme 1 
(beginning in mm. 1, 7, and 14) and their eventual shift to 4/4 meter each time. Theme 2 
is associated exclusively with 4/4 meter (except for the piano’s interruptive Theme 1 




material in measure 77). Among the flux between the themes, sometimes Theme 1 begins 
within the confines of a more stable meter, only to transition into an irregular meter (e.g., 
in mm. 84 and 87 of example 3.6), but a strong resurgence of its 15/16 beginning occurs 
with its final statement in measure 95:  
Example 3.6. Metrical makeup of Theme 1 in Prelude II. Mm. 84–88 and 95–98. 
 
Interplay between unstable and stable time signatures: 
Saxophone, mm. 84–88  
 
Last statement of Theme 1: 
Saxophone, mm. 95–98 (Theme 1 continues until m. 104) 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Example 3.7 shows that the piano, imitative in nature, plays a rhythmically 
simplified version of the first theme in measure 5 of Prelude II. This syncopated rhythmic 
motive reappears throughout. Example 3.7 includes the piano in measures 12–13, but 
there are similar instances in measures 18, 20, and 24 in the second prelude. The second 
theme (2a) even finds its roots in the rhythm (see example 3.7: mm. 31–32 [saxophone] 
and mm. 30 and 76 [piano]). The motive is also used and expanded extensively in the 
development of Theme 2, which can be observed in measures 43–45 of the piano part. It 
is a unifying element between the preludes, as a simpler version also appears in Prelude I 
(see the saxophone part of example 3.7: m. 9, beat 5; and also m. 22, beat 3). The two 
accented, upward-leaping anacruses in Prelude I’s cadenza (see example 3.7: last notes of 
mm. 33 and 34) foreshadow this rhythmic pattern that becomes evident in Prelude II.  





Example 3.7. Rhythmic unity throughout preludes from syncopated motive. Prelude 
II: Mm. 1, 5, 12–13, 31–32, 43–45, and Prelude I: 9, 33–34. 
 
Prelude II, piano m. 1, Theme 1:   Prelude II, piano m. 5, with simplified rhythm: 
 
Other instances of this simplified rhythmic motive from Theme 1 (and some variations): 
Prelude II, piano mm. 12–13:   Prelude II, in Theme 2a, saxophone mm. 31–32: 
 
 




Prelude I, saxophone m. 9:    Prelude I, saxophone mm. 33–34:  
 
     
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Prelude II does not allude to the octatonic collection as does Prelude I. Instead, 
the composer’s use of chromaticism is transparent from the beginning. As can be seen in 
example 3.8, Themes 1 and 2a are centered around an initial chromatic descent, and they 
establish pitch centers with repeated primary pitches in each grouping. These pitch 
centers play a vital role in the prelude’s motivic content. Example 3.8 also shows how, in 
a similar fashion to Prelude I, the trichord 013 and minor seventh give shape to Theme 1 




in Prelude II, and how the tritone is now significant as well. The importance of the tritone 
is highlighted later in measure 20, when Theme 1 is transposed from the saxophone’s 
original concert B-flat up to a concert E-natural. The tritone is also found in the piano’s 
harmonies (see mm. 21 and 23).  
Example 3.8. Use of trichord 013, minor 7th, and tritone in Theme 1, Prelude II. 
Mm. 1–13. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The saxophone’s development of Theme 2a in measures 31–38 begins with the 
original chromatic descent and 013 trichord from Theme 1, but then undergoes intervallic 
augmentation; the motive develops through 014, 015, 016, 024, and 026. This mode of 
development transforms the 013 trichord, and the previously accompanimental Theme 2b 
becomes increasingly more substantial because of this transformation: the expansion in 




Theme 2a from 013 to 014, 015, 016, 024, and 026 gives way to tetrachords 0145 and 
0248, as seen in example 3.9 (piano, m. 35).   
Example 3.9. Theme 2a’s interval expansion, Prelude II. Mm. 35–38. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The importance of the new theme is highlighted when 2b becomes the focal point 
in the saxophone from measures 75–82, which is displayed in example 3.10. Chang’s 
compositional style in her Two Preludes exhibits a modern example of developing 
variation. This is an essential facet of Chang’s preludes, evident through her construction 
and continuous reinterpretation of the trichords depicted in examples 3.2, 3.3, and 3.8; 
this is followed by the later expansion and modification of the trichord into the new 
tetrachord. Chang combines traditional and post-tonal strategies to create her own 
rhetorical language while providing the narrative basis for the piece.   
 
 




Example 3.10. Theme 2b as focal point in the saxophone, Prelude II. Mm. 75–76. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 As demonstrated in figure 3.1, the tetrachords in Chang’s second prelude exhibit 
symmetry around an axis, which is shown by the dotted line. 0145 has its roots in the 
hexatonic scale (014589), and 0248 comes from the whole tone scale (02468T), both of 
which are symmetrical scales. One can observe Chang’s interest in symmetry through her 
formal approach, diminished tertian and quartal harmonies, use of the tritone, rhythmic 
syncopation, and 0145/0248 tetrachords. It initially seems curious that Chang would 
introduce two symmetrical tetrachords after so strongly establishing the 013 trichord 
throughout most of the piece, but she successfully constructs a narrative with this 
compositional choice. Furthermore, Prelude II’s symmetrical but opposing use of 
thematic material throws a twist into the plot that must be intentional. Balance and 




















Figure 3.1. Theme 2b tetrachords 0145 and 0248 and their symmetrical makeup. 
Prelude II. 
 
Performance Considerations: Form,  
Pitch Content, Metric Stability 
 
 There are several specific elements from this analysis that can be utilized to help 
create a strong, meaningful performance that musicians can explore as they please. First, 
some surface analytical tactics will be approached. In Prelude I, the aggregate 
construction presents an interesting opportunity in communicating the form; it gives 
performers the ability to actually disguise the simple form within its unpredictable 
phrasing, especially in the last two sections. For instance, example 3.11 shows how 
phrase 4 can build to the downbeat of measure 33 to its twelfth tone, (the final A-natural). 
It can be lengthened as a point of arrival, and the fifth phrase can begin softer to build to 
its end. The aggregate unites the retransition material and return of the A section within 
one phrase, (phrase 6) which can help to disguise the material’s return since it appears 
mid-phrase. This offers interesting expressive opportunities. The same intentionality in 
building through phrases toward the last pitch of the aggregate can be used throughout 
both preludes. Similarly, the saxophonist can build toward the written E-flat in measure 
11, releasing through the F (this phrase is found in example 3.12).  




Example 3.11. Performance suggestion for phrases 4 and 5 based on aggregate 
completion as points of arrival, Prelude I. Mm. 26–37. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 In Prelude I, intentionally building toward the pitches that shift the pitch 
collection from the octatonic to the chromatic will create a unique sense of motion within 
the phrases. Example 3.12 revisits phrase 1 from example 3.1 to introduce more 
possibilities; the performers can build tension toward the B-natural in measure 6 and the 
third beat of measure 9, or highlight these moments musically in a different way. Similar 
opportunities exist in phrases 2 and 6, as the cadenza and Prelude II are more overtly 









Example 3.12. Performance suggestion for Phrase 1 based on change in pitch 
collection as goal of phrasing, Prelude I. Mm. 1–12. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Theme 1’s rhythmic ingenuity in Prelude II creates a similar opportunity for 
expression; tension can build through the irregular meters and release upon reaching the 
stable meters. In example 3.13, the saxophone line can relax upon reaching the 4/4 time 
signatures in measures 67 and 69. Similar opportunities can be observed in example 3.6.  
Example 3.13. Performance suggestion based on metric instability/stability and 
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 The form can be clearly demonstrated in the first prelude by stretching time on the 
minor seventh framing intervals that signify each sections’ endings (example 3.14). 
Performers may also choose to create a plot out of the false climaxes that occur at the end 
of each main section in Prelude II (see example 3.5) by keeping a comprehensive plan 
along the way. Listener expectation can be teased by giving each climax more power and 
sound than the previous, while making sure that each builds to the true climax at the end. 
This will not only generate excitement but will also convey the ternary form.  
Example 3.14. Performance suggestion based on common framing interval as 
closing figure for each section, saxophone in Prelude I. Mm. 18–21, 36–37, 46–49. 
 
End of first A section, saxophone mm. 18–21: 
 
 
End of B section, saxophone mm. 36–37: 
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 Performance Considerations: Assigning Agency 
 On a deeper level, performers can use an agential approach with the two unifying 
thematic elements across the preludes: the first agent is the 013 trichord that becomes the 
second agent, the 0145/0248 tetrachords. This motivic framework and its evolution 




expose an undeniable human-like component. The musical context and human element, 
then, are inseparable, and the performers’ recognition and assignment of agency to the 
themes in Two Preludes will help the music unfold its inherent narrative.  
 There is much significance with Chang’s use and placement of symmetrical and 
asymmetrical elements. Prelude I, with its octatonic allusions, gives the impression of 
symmetry on the surface, but the rest of the tones eventually surface to negate this façade 
in the first phrase (refer to examples 3.1 and 3.12). This struggle continues throughout the 
prelude, but the underlying 013 asymmetrical trichord is always present. 013 is a musical 
agent who actively seeks symmetry and balance; in doing so, it pretends to be something 
it is not. Despite its efforts to exhibit symmetry, it only misrepresents itself. 
Introspection, struggle, and seeking are all aspects of this unbalanced agent that can be 
generated musically in a variety of ways. For instance, both musicians can fully utilize 
each silence, perhaps stretching some beyond the comfort zone and attempting to come in 
and out of each other’s sounds to express a wandering sense to depict the “searching” 
characteristic. Example 3.15 shows one place where the saxophonist can let the piano’s 
chord resonate fully, stretching the quarter rest on beat one of measure 5 before entering 

















Example 3.15. Performance suggestion based on 013 agency in Prelude I: stretching 
of beat 1, m. 5. Mm. 1–5. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 One place where musicians can utilize back-and-forth motion to depict the inner 
struggle and seeking characterization is by taking advantage of the imitation in measures 
7 and 8 (example 3.16, imitation is circled) by using forward motion and slightly pushing 
the time. The triplet figure passing through the voices in imitation presents a comparable 
situation in measure 14. Performers are encouraged to find more opportunities to 
demonstrate the 013’s imbalance agency in Prelude I to connect with the music on a 
deeper level.  
Example 3.16. Performance suggestion based on 013 agency in Prelude I and 
imitation (circled). Mm. 6–9. 
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 Prelude II takes a more active approach to the struggle. Theme 1 has its roots as 
an extension of the asymmetrical agent from the first prelude, which is revealed through 
its use of the same rhythmic motive discussed earlier and the prevalence of the same 013 
trichord. Its now-aggressive mood is still searching, but its “balance cover” has been 
blown, as its motion is explicitly chromatic, opposed to the octatonic allusion the first 
prelude insisted on. (Theme 1’s characteristics can be reviewed in examples 3.4, 3.7, and 
3.8). Its inherent imbalance is further exposed by the unstable rhythm and meter. Theme 
2a begins with the same chromatic descent, so on the surface, it seems related to the first 
agent/013 theme. In reality, however, it represents the internal transformation necessary 
to become what it seeks. It begins as 013 and undergoes thematic transformation into 
Theme 2b, which can be reviewed in example 3.9. Theme 2a serves as a link to this other 
agent (Theme 2b), which represents the balance and symmetry that is so sought after. Its 
stability is further indicated by its consistent 4/4 meter.  
 Both agents are represented, and the transformation effort is evident through most 
of Prelude II, but most of the piece’s narrative actually occurs in its transition and 
closing. Theme 1 is divided between the two voices from measures 55–74 and the 
saxophone’s interjections become shorter and shorter until the formal transition in 
measure 75 (see example 3.17). At the beginning of this section, these interjections can 
be interpreted as musically combative since the alternations are progressively briefer. The 
rhythmic placement can be forward-pushing and aggressively accented to show anger and 








Example 3.17. Performance suggestion based on alternation of voices with theme 1 
material in Prelude II. Mm. 63–70. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The saxophone quietly enters with Theme 2b in rhythmic augmentation in 
measure 75. This is the first time the saxophone has the theme, which clearly 
demonstrates the developing variation after Theme 1’s angry episode. It is also finally the 
musical focal point, which can be highlighted by slightly delaying the saxophone’s 
entrance to build anticipation, which will create a sense of arrival and quiet delight. This 
shows a twist in the plot, as the saxophone has grappled between the imbalance and 




transformation extensively up to this point, while the piano served as a reminder of the 
goal of balance.   
Example 3.18. Performance suggestion based on use of theme 2 material in 
augmentation, Prelude II. Mm. 74–77. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Next, the piano again enters with Theme 1, which instigates another, even angrier 
dispute between the two themes to show the still-present internal struggle. A piano 
unison section at 83 builds to an even more combative outburst between voices for the 
last time, but not before undergoing intervallic augmentation again to transform the 013 
trichord, just as before. (Measures 89–94 are essentially a condensed version of the action 
observed in example 3.9.) The more forceful alternation between the saxophone and 
piano from measures 95–104 can be observed below in example 3.19. Given the 
narrative, this should certainly have more intensity than its rival section from example 
3.17, aside from the indicated volume increase. This moment is enhanced by the 











Example 3.19. Performance suggestion based on alternation of voices with theme 1 
material in Prelude II. Mm. 95–102. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The two voices finally unite with the symmetrical Theme 2 (2a is in the 
saxophone, and 2b is in the piano) in measure 104 and end victoriously, having 
triumphed over the toils of change. This can be depicted by using a brilliant tone in the 




saxophone as it floats over the top of the piano’s contrapuntal madness. The piano can 
unite the character of each thematic element by maintaining the aggressive character and 
intensity from the combative sections, as they all work together now.  
Example 3.20. Performance suggestion based on agency of symmetrical Theme 2a 
and 2b after extensive toil in Prelude II. Mm. 103–108. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
Conclusion 
 Drawing from the project’s methodological resources in Chapter 2 will further 
support this approach to Two Preludes. Almén’s narrative theory asserts importance for an 
oppositional element, and Two Prelude’s two agents demonstrate a theme of oppositional 
duality through their asymmetrical versus symmetrical configuration (see figure 3.1). 
Applying table 2.3, as excerpted from Robert Hatten, shows how the 013 agent displays 




expenditure of intention (motivation-achievement), desire, and intended goal reached with its 
musical happenings within the form and texture. This expenditure is explained when one 
recognizes the considerable likeness between this piece and the transformative process in 
Schoenberg’s Drei Klavierstücke.73 These energetic expenditures are all attempts of 
transformation. With these established core theories, one can deem Two Preludes to reflect a 
romantic rhetorical archetype (refer to table 2.1); the first agent is the transgressive agent, as 
it seeks the order and stability found within the second agent. In the end, order wins over 
transgression, and the listener’s sympathy is with the victor.  
 After examining formal, gestural, and agential methods of analysis applied to Two 
Preludes, performers can see its underlying compositional construction and relate it to 
individual experiences to effectively conceptualize personal interpretations. The union of 
analytical approaches unearths the narrative of a “quest for balance”, which offers 
numerous options to convey the music formally and agentially. This will create unique, 
meaningful performances for performers and listeners alike. Robert Hatten articulates this 
point perfectly when one considers Chang’s pervasive underlying thematic 
transformation: 
 …an understanding of virtual agency can affect performance decisions as well as 
 how the careful interpretation of notation within a stylistic context can lead to 
 performances that suggest particular agential interpretations. In this heuristic give-
 and-take, performers and theorists contribute equally to interpretation, and the 







73 Hatten, A Theory of Virtual Agency, pp. 276–278.  
74 Ibid., p. 223. 










ANALYSIS OF WALK ON WATER FOR ALTO  
SAXOPHONE AND CELLO: DIALECTICAL  
TENSION AND POLARITY 
 
Introduction 
 Walk on Water is an ever-evolving work that explores musical narrativity in a 
unique way. This is reflected through intrinsic opposition found within its formal 
makeup, thematic and motivic design, and agential associations with extra-musical 
elements. The analysis in this chapter reveals an abundance of performative possibility. 
 Dorothy Chang composed Walk on Water in 2004 for saxophonist Paul Bro and 
cellist Kurt Fowler, who form the Bro-Fowler Duo. With six Indiana State University 
Arts Endowment Grants, the duo has commissioned pieces by composers such as Chang, 
Libby Larsen, Augusta Read Thomas, Zhou Long, Alexis Bacon, and Frank Felice to 
expand the repertoire for this instrumentation.75 Chang provides some background 
information on the piece in her program notes, describing Walk on Water as follows: 
The movement of water is often used as a metaphor for time: the flow of time, the 
stream or tide of time. In Walk on Water, I explore the idea of movement as it 
relates to the flow of music unfolding. Although the work evolves in one 
continuous line, there are sudden surges and hesitations; phrases take unexpected 
turns in character and dramatic intensity, and elsewhere remain more static, 
creating circles through repetition. This erratic pattern of push and pull creates the 
perception of elasticity in the flow of time, with unpredictability propelling the 
piece forward. As with the reflection of images in water, the musical material 
appears in varying degrees of distortion, moving through turbulent, aggressive 
passages as well as tranquil, meditative lulls. These abrupt shifts create an overall 
 
75 Bro-Fowler Duo, “Welcome,” accessed October 7, 2019, brofowlerduo.weebly.com. 




atmosphere of restlessness that carries through until the final cadence of the 
piece.76  
 
Chang also adds that she strove to explore the motion between “a vertical emphasis 
(homorhythmic motion, with a clearly delineated pulse) and more fluid linear lines with 
the voices moving independently from one another.”77 As can be seen, the composer 
describes how the interaction of the two voices creates tension, unity, and a constant 
direction that plays an important role in the piece’s expressive potential. An exploration 
of these claims begins with a look at its formal construction. 
Analysis 
 Initially it seems that Walk on Water is through-composed with a rotational use of 
thematic material. Upon closer inspection, however, one can see that it actually uses a 
double variations form: a theme and variations form in which two themes are used.78 This 
piece is comprised of seven sections of two melodic themes, which is a nod to the 
Classical era. Haydn and Beethoven are both known for using this formal structure. In 
Classical Form, Caplin cites several examples of the double variations form in the first 
movements of Mozart’s and Beethoven’s piano sonatas.79 To distinguish her material 
from its Classical predecessors (and to make it formally ambiguous at first glance), 
Chang again uses developing variation within her formal approach, which is most 
apparent with its melodic themes. The themes are generative in nature, as each formal 
section grows organically from its previous section, and each thematic appearance 
evolves from its previous occurrence. Her use of developing variation provides a 
 
76 Dorothy Chang, Walk on Water for alto saxophone and cello (Medfield, MA: Dorn Publications, 2006). 
77 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. 
78 Caplin, Classical Form (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 216–218. 
79 Examples: Mozart, Piano Sonata in A Minor, K. 310, I; Beethoven, Piano Sonata in F, Op. 10, I; 
Beethoven, Piano Sonata in B-flat (“Hammerklavier”), Op. 106, I: Caplin, p. 265. 




foundation for the entire piece in the first formal section: Chang avoids exact repetition, 
preserving the rhythmic motives of the themes from their first statements so that they 
remain recognizable. This provides stasis throughout the piece.  
 The first melodic theme (Theme 1) is rhythmically unstable. It is characterized by 
its use of staccato, utilization of silence, and its metric basis is commonly the eighth note 
(3/8, 5/8, 7/8). It often rhythmically emphasizes the off-beat and includes odd numbers of 
eighth note groupings (see example 4.1). The second melodic theme (Theme 2) employs 
more sustained rhythm. It is characterized by the sixteenth note/dotted eighth note rhythm 
and the eighth note triplet. Theme 2 usually exists in a quarter note-based meter (3/4 and 
4/4). The formal construction of the seven sections of double variations and their usage of 




























Example 4.1. Melodic thematic material of Walk on Water, Theme 1 (mm. 1–14) and 



















Table 4.1. Formal construction of Walk on Water with thematic usage 
 
Section 1 
Theme 1: mm. 1–14 
Theme 2: mm. 15–18 
 
Section 2 
Theme 1: mm. 19–24 
Theme 1 and 2 overlap: pickup mm. 25–28 (Transition material, as Theme 2 sneaks into the cello via 
rhythmic motives) 
Theme 2: mm. 29–39 
 
Section 3 
Theme 1: mm. 41–48 
Theme 2: mm. 49–69 
 
Section 4 
Theme 2: mm. 70–76 
Theme 1 interjection: mm. 77–79 
Theme 2: mm. 80–85 
Theme 1 interjection: mm. 86–90 
Theme 2: mm. 91–113 
 
Section 5 
Theme 1: mm. 115–129 
Theme 2: mm. 130–135 
 
Section 6 
Theme 1: mm. 135–downbeat 146: Theme 1 
Theme 2: mm. 146 beat 3–167 
 
Section 7 
Theme 2, both voices: mm. 168–179 
Theme 2, cello cadenza: mm. 180–186 
Theme 2, saxophone cadenza: mm. 187–193 
Theme 2, both voices: mm. 194–203 
Theme 1: mm. 204–214 
Theme 1 gradually grows into Theme 2: mm. 212–223 
 
 
 The first section establishes Theme 1 and Theme 2, highlighting their differences. 
Section 2 blurs the line between the themes, as a transition section (mm. 25– 28) connects 
Theme 1 to Theme 2; The cello introduces Theme 2’s rhythmic motives alongside the 
Theme 1 material (see the circled rhythmic motives in example 4.2). Beginning in 
measure 29, the saxophone joins with the Theme 2 material.  
 




Example 4.2. Theme 2’s motives circled in cello. Walk on Water mm. 25–28. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The theme usage in section 3 follows that of section 1, which is easily perceived 
because of the established precedence, but section 4’s is more unexpected. Theme 2 
appears first in this section and is recognizable only by its rhythmic motives, as the 
melodic motion is minimal (largely monotone). Theme 1 interjects for a short moment 
with its homophonic, rocking eighth note motion, and then theme 2 is re-established by 
measure 80 (see example 4.3). A second, similar interjection later in the section (m. 86) 

























Example 4.3. Thematic alternation in section 4. Walk on Water mm. 70–80. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Theme 2 is influenced by Theme 1’s interruptions. Its once-monotone, rhythmic 
presentation of Theme 2 takes on intervallic similarities of the first theme. Compare the 
circled motives (saxophone, mm. 97–98) with the provided excerpt from Theme 1’s first 












Example 4.4. Theme 2 influence of Theme 1 material, section 4 (circled). Walk on 
Water mm. 96–98 and 9–11.  
 
Theme 2 from section 4: mm. 96–98. 
 
Theme 1 material from section 1: mm. 9–11. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The fifth and sixth sections meet the expectation of Theme 1 followed by Theme 
2. The thematic variations are recognizable, as the rhythmic character and articulation of 
each is maintained. The seventh section offers a variation that relates to section 4, as 
Theme 2 is again represented for the majority of the section: first with both voices, then 
as a cello cadenza (starting in m. 180), a saxophone cadenza (m. 187), and concludes 
with both voices together. Theme 1 enters with the same interjective homophonic figure 
found in section 4, but its presence is now more substantial, as it establishes itself as the 
main theme (see example 4.5). Example 4.5 also shows how Theme 2 elements begin to 
gradually take over again in measure 212 as it slowly influences the material (see its 
circled rhythmic motives). By the end of the piece, Theme 2 is again established, despite 




Theme 1’s efforts. This is confirmed by the cello’s pizzicato figure which reflects the first 
presentation of Theme 2 from measures 16–17. 




Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 There are three structural climaxes within the piece that prove to be important 
moments in the form (demonstrated in example 4.6). As with Two Preludes, each 
climactic moment builds to the next with more prominence in forward motion and 
register. The first builds toward the saxophone’s D-sharp in measure 28 (section 2). The 




second registral climax is the saxophone’s altissimo A-natural at the end of section 4 
(mm. 107–108). Note how it builds from pianissimo to only a mezzo piano with the 
direction mysterious. The last, “true” climax builds from the beginning of section 7 (m. 
168) until the saxophone’s altissimo A-sharp in measure 177, breaking into a powerful 
fortissimo cadenza section for both voices. These three climaxes provide a large-scale 
plan across the seven variations while maintaining direction to the “true” third climax. 



































True climax, #3: 
Mm. 174–180 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 




 Phrase construction in Walk on Water is constantly changing. The first phrase of 
Theme 1 creates an eight-measure, sentence-like phrase without the Classical tonal 
expectation (mm. 1–8). It has a basic idea that is repeated in an altered form, a 
continuation with fragmentation, and ends with a cadential idea (see example 4.7). The 
next phrase using Theme 1 material introduces a basic idea (mm. 9–10) that relates it to 
the first phrase, and then a four-measure contrasting idea (see example 4.8). The third 
phrase, (mm. 15–18) which serves to introduce Theme 2 material, is similarly constructed 
with a two-measure basic idea and a two-measure contrasting idea (see example 4.9). 
These three phrases that constitute section 1 follow an adaptation of Classical expectation 
when Caplin’s descriptions are considered80 while employing a modern, post-tonal 
language. More examination of the post-tonal language Chang uses will follow, including 
cadence types.   
Example 4.7. Phrase 1 construction. Walk on Water mm. 1–8.
 
 




80 Caplin, pp. 9–21. 




Example 4.8. Phrase 2 construction. Walk on Water mm. 9–14. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
Example 4.9. Phrase 3 construction. Walk on Water mm. 15–18. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 As the themes are subject to developing variation, however, this straightforward 
phrase structure is altered. The melodic and rhythmic motives undergo extensive 
development while the ideas presented grow considerably longer. As a result of increased 
thematic alternation and building of intensity, phrase delineations are muddied. Example 
4.10 provides an excerpt where Theme 1 develops into Theme 2 using a four-measure 
transition that simultaneously uses thematic aspects of both. As demonstrated in example 
4.2, the cello introduces Theme 2 material during the Theme 1 area. Now, it is 
noteworthy to indicate that Theme 1 material undergoes motivic development at the same 
time (notice the use of intervallic and rhythmic diminution in the saxophone, mm. 26–27) 
while the voices gradually gain independence, which is a trait of Theme 2. The arrival of 
Theme 2 in measure 29 emerges seamlessly from the transition without a clear phrase 
ending or beginning, particularly because the cello’s line sustains into the measure. 




Example 4.10. Theme 1 develops into Theme 2. Walk on Water mm. 19–32.  
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 From this point forward, phrases become more irregular in length and 
increasingly difficult to objectively denote. Abandoning clear phrasing allows the two 
voices to make independent statements while creating an outcome of constant sound and 
motion. In his essay Brahms the Progressive,81 Schoenberg describes how Brahms, a 
Romantic composer who adhered in many ways to the Classical tradition, combines the 
two practices. Schoenberg specifically comments on Brahms’s use of Romantic 
compositional elements: asymmetrical phrase structures and his combinations of phrases 
with varying lengths. He discusses how this is a by-product of developing variation and 
later illustrates this point with Brahms’s motivic elaborations and organizations: 
 
81 Arnold Schoenberg, Style and Idea, “Brahms the Progressive,” (New York: Philosophical Library, 1950) 
pp. 52–101  




 …asymmetry and imparity of structural elements are no miracle in contemporary 
 music,  nor do they constitute a merit. A contemporary composer connects phrases 
 irrespective of their size and shape, only vigilant of…rhythmic and motival 
 contents, fluency and  logic. But otherwise he chooses his way like a tourist, 
 freely and nonchalantly if he feels he has time, strictly and carefully if he feels he 
 is under pressure…Evidently, parity and symmetry play a lesser role today than 
 they did in earlier techniques…There are even composers who preserve little of 
 the gestures of the theme in their variations—a queer case; why should one use a 
 form of such strictness, if one aims for the contrary?82 
 
Manipulation of rhythm and meter was one of the main ways in which Brahms 
approached this process, and this comparison illustrates how Dorothy Chang does the 
same. Her clearly Classical phrase construction in section 1 gradually takes on a 
Romantic flavor as the piece progresses. The question Schoenberg poses about using 
theme and variations as a form when it is treated with such flexibility is a topic that will 
be later elucidated through this analysis. 
 Considering Chang’s thematic material using pitch class theory will shed light on 
another layer of Walk on Water’s complex composition. Interesting motivic activity spans 
across the first five measures. Example 4.11 shows a motivic voice exchange between 
two trichords, which presents a duality that becomes a constant theme. The saxophone 
begins with an 013 trichord while the cello’s pitches create 014. By the fifth measure, the 








82 Ibid., pp. 85–87. 




Example 4.11. Motivic voice exchange. Walk on Water mm. 1–5. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 This phenomenon establishes the two trichords’ significance, and it becomes clear 
that these motivic figures serve a deeper purpose, as Chang uses them strategically 
throughout the form. They interact at different times through alternation, simultaneity, 
and synthesis. Example 4.12 shows the importance of the trichords in the formation of the 
two themes. As with Two Preludes, note how the seventh (and its inversion) again 
functions as an important cadential interval to indicate phrase closure. The cello’s 
ascending A-flat to B-flat in measures 7–8 and the ascending C-natural to B-natural in 
measure 14 represent cadences; the seventh provides finality, like a Perfect Authentic 
Cadence in tonal theory. Its inversion, the second, can be likened to that of an Imperfect 
Authentic Cadence. This conclusion can be drawn because of how the two intervals are 
utilized in the periodic structure in this piece. The saxophone’s G-natural in measure 19 
is an elided cadence, as it offers closure to section 1 with a descending seventh from the 













Example 4.12. Importance of trichords 013, 014, and the seventh in section 1. Walk 
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 Example 4.13 shows significant motivic interaction at the first climactic point. 
Working up to this moment, 013 and 014 are used in alternation, even within each voice, 
and the alternation is still evident throughout this example. Theme 2’s representative 
melodic figure (saxophone, m. 29) is constructed of the 014 trichord as it was in its first 
statement (saxophone, m. 15), but it is soon subject to developing variation: In measure 
31, the saxophone’s Theme 2 blends with the cello’s pitches to form three vertical 013 
trichords, and then the figure is found inverted and changed into a 013 linear trichord 
(cello, mm. 33–34). After this manipulation, the saxophone draws the section to a close 









Example 4.13. Importance of trichords 013, 014, and the seventh in section 2. Walk 
on Water mm. 28–40. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Motivic synthesis occurs in section 3 as the trichords 013 and 014 become the 
tetrachord 0134. Chang accomplishes this synthesis using a grace note (saxophone, mm. 
50–51). The saxophone’s written pitches F-sharp, B-flat, and A-natural constitute the 
014, and the A-natural, G-sharp, and F-sharp create the 013. This nested synthesis 
happens again in the saxophone in measure 53. Soon after, the cello echoes with a similar 














Example 4.14. Motivic synthesis in saxophone, section 3. Walk on Water mm. 49–53. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 Another significant moment of motivic synthesis occurs with the second climax. 
Example 4.15 shows how the saxophone presents the 013 and 014 trichords using their 
shared pitches in measures 109 and 110. The saxophone actually presents an 014 trichord 
two ways: using pitches A, G-sharp, and F-natural, and pitches F-natural, F-sharp, and A-
natural. Only the latter is circled here for the purpose of visual clarity of its interaction 
with 013.  
Example 4.15. Motivic synthesis in saxophone, section 4. Walk on Water mm. 108–
110. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
  Section 5 contains a truncated version of the opening’s voice exchange, which 
now spans only two measures. The figure’s outside measures are the same as in the 
beginning, now found transposed a major third lower. This reflects a close return of 
section 1, as the motivic placement and shape are the same.  
 




Example 4.16. Truncated voice exchange in section 5. Walk on Water mm. 123–124.  
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The true climax in section 7 brings about numerous 013 presentations in the cello 
while the saxophone moves to new, expressly chromatic movement: in order of 
appearance, a G-natural, A-flat, A-natural, A-sharp, B-natural, and A-sharp. The 
saxophone avoids presentation of either trichord. Directly following this, each 
instrument’s solo cadenza presents only the 014 trichord along with some chromatic 


























Example 4.17. Importance of trichord 014 in the cadenzas, section 7. Walk on Water 
mm. 184–192. 
 
Cello cadenza excerpt (mm. 184–186): 
 
 
Saxophone cadenza excerpt (mm. 187–192): 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The final entrance of Theme 1 in measure 204 brings with it a strong resurgence 
of the 013 trichord. After Theme 2 gradually works its way back in, 013 gives way to 014 
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 Similar to Two Preludes, Chang develops the trichords through intervallic 
augmentation. In Walk on Water, however, this tactic is used as an important part of the 
narrative that is saved for two specific reactive moments, rather than to transform the 
motives from one to the other as before. With the exception of the manipulated trichord 
(014) in section 2, the trichords retain a strong sense of identity as two distinct elements 
throughout the form, even through their brief attempts to synthesize.  
Performance Considerations:  
Form and Thematic Content 
 
 When considering interpretation, performers can use the form to guide their 
approach. An awareness of where each variation section begins and where each thematic 
area exists will provide structure for the ever-evolving piece. Furthermore, each section 
of the theme and variations can relate to Dorothy Chang’s description of the work. She 
describes this piece as discovering “movement as it relates to the flow of music 
unfolding.”83 Each formal section can explore a gestural effect to this end. Some sections 
 
83 Dorothy Chang, Walk on Water for alto saxophone and cello (Medfield, MA: Dorn Publications, 2006). 




lack movement and can be approached with stagnancy, while others contain motion 
toward material that can push forward (see examples of these moments from sections 4 
and 6 in example 4.19). Forward motion can also be used to approach climactic moments, 
though the second climax builds with quiet, mysterious intensity to follow Chang’s 
performance guidance. Performers are encouraged to find similar opportunities within 
each section. The three climaxes outlined in example 4.6 can be given similar formal 
consideration as those in Two Preludes’ second prelude in Chapter 3; though each can 




















Example 4.19. Sections as gestures of movement. Walk on Water mm. 70–76, 91–95, 
163–167. 
 





Forward-pushing: Excerpt from section 6, building into section 7. Mm. 163–167. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The two melodic themes should be considered in this formal approach as well, as 
they provide a binary structure within the sections. Performers can highlight thematic 
differences by exaggerating articulation, texture, and metrical distinctions (see example 
4.1). Two instances have been provided where Theme 2 gradually bleeds into Theme 1’s 
space. The cello in example 4.2 can bring out the circled figures starting in measure 25, 
and they can be used to drive the motion toward the first climax (where Theme 2 




becomes prevalent). Similarly, both voices can bring the thematic “bleed-through” to the 
surface, which is shown in example 4.5. Section 4’s interesting thematic use provides a 
wealth of performance opportunity to be applied to the rest of the piece. Theme 1 
interrupts the Theme 2 space twice (see example 4.3 and m. 86) and later influences 
Theme 2’s pitch material (example 4.4). This section can be interpreted as thematically 
combative; the first theme can push using forward motion as though forcing its way in, 
and performers can infuse the influenced Theme 2 with some of the first theme’s 
characteristics to make it more evident. One suggestion is to place more emphasis on the 
bottom note in each instance of the figure (see the tenuto markings added to the excerpts 
in example 4.20). 
Example 4.20. Performance suggestion to emphasize Theme 1’s influence on Theme 
2, added tenuto markings. Walk on Water mm. 96–98 and 9–11. 
 
Theme 2 with performance suggestion. Mm. 96–98: 
 
Theme 1 with performance suggestion. Mm. 9–11: 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 In some places, phrase construction can be brought clarity by performers, and in 
others their delineations can be made ambiguous. Where simplicity of phrase is apparent, 




as is in examples 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, being aware of Caplin’s formal approach when 
determining musical shaping will bring this form to the surface. As the phrase lengths 
become longer and their structure becomes more unclear, however, instruments can 
stagger breathing to maintain the desired constancy of sound. Comparable to Two 
Preludes, Chang uses specific intervals as cadences (major seventh, minor seventh, and 
their inversions). Performers should similarly approach these intervals at phrase endings 
with a sense of closure.  
Performance Considerations: Dialectical  
Tension and Assigning Agency  
 
 As offered in the formal analysis, Chang positions elements of Classicism and 
Romanticism side by side: The form itself is Classical in nature, yet within each formal 
section, themes are subject to the Romantic concept of developing variation. 
Furthermore, the phrases of Theme 1 use a Classical construction, yet Theme 2’s phrases 
are long and irregular in length, at times using overlapping voices to convolute the phrase 
endings and beginnings. This thematic contrast illustrates Schoenberg’s description of the 
Romantic aesthetic compared to that of Classical in “Brahms the Progressive.” He likens 
close-knit Classical phrase construction to poetry, and Romantic phrase to that of prose, 
demonstrating how this differs from loose-knit Classical phrasing. 84 Now Schoenberg’s 
valid question of composerly intent resurfaces: When it comes to this arrangement of 
differing formal approaches and styles, “Why should one use a form of such strictness, if 
one aims for the contrary?”85 I propose that Chang’s presentation of these elements side-
by-side, along with the at-times combative thematic interplay, suggests a dialectical 
 
84 Arnold Schoenberg, Style and Idea, “Brahms the Progressive,” (New York: Philosophical Library, 1950), 
pp. 52–101. 
85 Ibid., p. 87. 




approach. Moreover, Chang describes Walk on Water to be an exploration of the 
“juxtaposition of diametrically opposed elements.”86  
 It will be helpful to consider some relevant resources on musicology and rhetoric 
for a moment. As established in Chapter 2, the process of using topics to find rhetorical 
meaning in Classical music is the central focus of Leonard G. Ratner’s work. In his 
Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style, his topical analysis uses a synchronic 
approach, as it derives meaning from certain motives and affects as they meant at that 
time.87 Wye Jamison Allanbrook demonstrates how Classical music gravitates around 
two poles: learned (ecclesiastical) versus galant (terrestrial).88 The learned is indicative of 
Baroque philosophy, while the galant represents the Enlightenment principles. Stephen 
Rumph, in his article “Mozart’s Archaic Endings: A Linguistic Critique” in the Journal 
of the Royal Musical Association, shows how Mozart’s dualistic use of musical practices 
from two different time periods (Baroque and Classical) creates dialectic tension in three 
of his finales. 89 When Rumph shows how the practices interact, intentionality is 
unearthed, and he proves how this compositional tool exposes aspects of Enlightenment 
social philosophy.  
 In a similar way, Chang sets two practices that possess stylistic and philosophical 
polarity against each other. The Classical era was largely driven by Enlightenment theory 
and Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Social Contract theory. There was an emphasis on reason, 
balance, the collective, and how to function for the betterment of the whole. While 
 
86 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. 
87 Leonard G. Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980). 
88 Wye Jamison Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: Le Nozze Di Figaro & Don Giovanni (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1983). 
89 Stephen Rumph, “Mozart’s Archaic Endings: A Linguistic Critique,” Journal of the Royal Musical 
Association 30/2 (2005). 




composers in the Classical era worked from an accepted system that lead to similarities in 
musical output, the Romantic era was a time of dramatic thought and action that focused 
on opposition, idealism, and individuality. The French Revolution in the Romantic era 
brought about a rejection of the Enlightenment, collective way of thought. Musical 
balance, clarity, and a light texture generally represent Classical music, while Romantic 
music is recognized by its asymmetry, complexity, and rich texture. When one considers 
these two practices as dialectical with their polarizing philosophies and styles, it offers 
new insight into this piece’s inherent theme. Underlying conflict is an undeniable force 
that drives Walk on Water. Awareness of these dialectical tensions in the piece can be 
useful to gain a gestalt analytical understanding while informing a more specific 
approach.  
 When the two main trichords are subject to agential analysis and followed through 
important formal moments, a narrative is exposed that supports these dialectic findings. 
Initially, the free use of the trichords in section 1 suggests ambiguity (with the exception 
of the motivic voice exchange). It is noteworthy how Theme 2 uses 014 and 013 laterally 
in both voices, however (see mm. 15–18 in example 4.13), and then they appear 
simultaneously at the beginning of section 2 (see mm. 20–21 in example 4.21: the cello 
presents 013 while the saxophone presents 014, with another 014 statement directly 
following in the saxophone). An important gesture in example 4.21 suggests agency. 
After the saxophone’s 013 statement in measure 23, it reacts through intervallic 
augmentation. This holds agential significance because it is the first evidence of a 
reaction, and it is only in the saxophone. As though in an attempt to expand 013, the 
saxophone’s trichords pass through 014, 015, and 016 as the music builds to its first 




climax (m. 29), landing on a passionate statement of Theme 2 that is constructed of 014 
trichords. During this activity in the saxophone, the cello continues to present 013 and 
014 motives alike. In fact, it pulls the saxophone’s Theme 2 figure into its statements of 
013 in measure 31. After the cello takes the saxophone’s Theme 2 motive by inverting 
and manipulating it into yet another 013 (see example 4.13, mm. 33–34), the saxophone 
reacts again, now in anger, which is suggested by the forte-piano flutter tongue effect on 
its D-natural (m. 34). Chang’s performance direction succeeding this moment is vicious, 
as the saxophone exclusively presents 014 trichords and attempts to end the section with 
its three cadential intervals (mm. 36, 37, and 38). It is apparent here that a conflict exists 
between the two trichords, which exposes them as two separate agents: 014 resists 
association with 013, and will be referred to as the “independent agent.” 013 attempts to 
co-exist with 014, so it is now the “union agent.” The independent agent has a strong 
association with the 014 trichord, the second theme, and with the saxophone as a voice. 
The union agent has shown its association with the cello and its desire to bring the 
trichords together, even pulling from the saxophone’s pitches. 
Example 4.21. Agency and reaction suggested by trichords in section 2. Walk on 
Water mm. 19–27. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 




 After the outburst that concludes section 2, the saxophone reiterates its 
displeasure with a descending minor second figure while the cello continues to present 
both trichords. This 01 dyad holds historical significance as possessing a negative affect. 
Ratner describes the use of melodic intervals as rhetorical gesture used in the Classical 
era (as established by theorists of the time),90 and scientific scholarship supports this as a 
viable gesture to be used in contemporary music as well. Meagan E. Curtis and Jamshed 
J. Bharucha from Tufts University explored intervals as emotion through their 
Department of Psychology, finding that the melodic descending minor second is closely 
associated with sadness because of its union with negative sensory dissonance and 
affected speech.91 While it is not suggested that every descending second bears this 
meaning, it holds true in this case as it supports the surrounding narrative. The saxophone 
also uses it as an avoidance tactic from stating either trichord, as it only uses the only 
common interval between the two. 
Example 4.22. Dyads and cello trichords in section 3. Walk on Water mm. 41–47. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 
90 Leonard G. Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style, pp. 1–5. 
91 Meagan E. Curtis and Jamshed J. Bharucha, “The Minor Third Communicates Sadness in Speech, 
Mirroring its Use in Music,” Emotion by the American Psychological Association, Vol. 10, No. 3: 2010, 
pp. 346–347. 




 The saxophone attempts to make amends with the cello by joining the 014 
trichord with 013. This is evident in section 3 when the motives appear in synthesis, with 
the 013 nested within the 014 (refer to examples 4.14 and 4.15). The cello solo (mm. 62–
69) echoes this union to show its support, but as section 4 shows, the saxophone becomes 
displeased with the solution. It pulls away, reacting with a distant, monotone version of 
Theme 2 to refrain from stating a trichord again, displaying a second avoidance tactic 
(see example 4.3).  
 The agents make two more attempts to compromise. First, increased melodic 
thematic activity attempts to fuse the two themes together through their trichord 
associations. The aforementioned place where Theme 1 influences Theme 2 (see 
measures 97–98 in example 4.4) again gains significance, but now one recognizes the 
saxophone’s interval expansion reaction from before: 
Example 4.23. Thematic fusion and interval expansion. Walk on Water mm. 96–103. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 After the agents attempt trichord synthesis a second time at the second climax, 
they return to the opening material with the truncated voice exchange figure (example 
4.16). Still grappling, the agents still have not reached a conclusion, which is reflected in 




the dyad alternation between 03 and 04 (saxophone, example 4.24), as they are shortened 
versions of the trichords.  
Example 4.24. 04 and 03 dyad alternation in the saxophone. Walk on Water mm. 153 
and 155. 
 
m. 153:                    m. 155: 
      
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 The true climax shows a strong 013 association in the cello while the saxophone 
uses a third trichord avoidance tactic: chromaticism. Each instrument’s cadenza features 
actively overlapping 014 trichords (see example 4.17). This is the moment where each 
voice reaches a conclusion independently: 014 must exist by itself. This is confirmed 
when the cello finally reacts as the saxophone has previously reacted. The cello’s 
monotone figure beginning in measure 193 evidences its displeasure. The narrative’s 
conclusion is reflected in the last few measures of activity, which can be reviewed in 
example 4.18. The 013 trichord (and thus the efforts of the union agent) gives way to 014 
and to Theme 2. The agents realize they cannot fuse the trichords together as the union 
agent so desires. The independent agent ends victorious in the conflict, finally pulling 
away from the union agent.  
Example 4.25. Monotone reaction in cello. Walk on Water mm. 193–198. 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 




 In hindsight, the motivic voice exchange (example 4.11) serves not only to 
introduce the motivic conflict, but also as a foreshadowing device. The middle point of 
this figure (measure 3) is an opportunity for trichord synthesis, but it is instead 
constructed of two 014 trichords, as demonstrated in example 4.26 in concert pitch. This 
shows how throughout the conflict, 014 remains central to the work. The independent 
agent never actually possessed the ability to synthesize as the union agent wanted, despite 
its efforts. At its core, it was unwilling and unable to compromise. Furthermore, the 
truncated return of the voice exchange in measure 123 appears a major third lower, which 
is pitch class 4. This further represents the basis of the 014 trichord, as it is the defining 
interval that sets it apart from 013. 
Example 4.26. Middle point of motivic voice exchange creates two 014 trichords. 
Walk on Water m. 3. 
 
 
Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 This motivic agency directly relates to the dialectic tension inherent in the work, 
which strengthens the narrative since it is reflected on different levels. The union agent is 
representative of Classical thought, as the collective use of 013 and 014 is its goal, and it 
generally employs homophonic motion in both voices, associating itself with Theme 1. 
This is reminiscent of one of its central ideologies, the social contract theory: collectivism 
for the betterment of societal purposes. The individual agent, constructed of 014 and 
Theme 2, is transgressive and is tied to Romantic philosophy. It reacts to these pressures 




and eventually pulls away from the union agent despite its numerous attempts to make it 
work. It ultimately rejects union in favor of individualism and the existence of 014 alone. 
In the end, the two philosophical domains cannot peacefully coexist, as history confirms. 
This oppositional dualism and the eventual victory of the transgressive element creates a 
comedic narrative archetype according to Almén since the ending emphasizes the 014 
victory;92 furthermore, the demonstrated attempts to join with the union agent create 
sympathy for the independent agent.  
 This narrative provides an analytically supported method to inform performers’ 
approach(es) to Walk on Water. Specific aspects of the agential analysis can be musically 
conveyed to present the prevalent underlying themes. For instance, since the saxophone is 
associated with the transgressive agent, it has numerous actions and reactions to synthesis 
that create performance opportunities. The instances provided of intervallic expansion 
can be highlighted as reactive if the saxophone pushes forward and through each motive 
in anger and frustration. The monotone reaction throughout the piece (which occurs in 
both voices and is also a trichord avoidance tactic) can be played with distance and 
disparity, employing a lack of forward motion within the figure. The saxophone’s 
attempts of synthesis in section 3 can be played with delicacy and more warmth as it 
attempts to take on a different role. The saxophone tone can actually mimic that of the 
cello in these moments to tonally reflect the synthesis as well.  
 Throughout the piece, the cello’s efforts to influence the saxophone can be played 
with care, as though to try to change the saxophone’s mind. An excerpt provided in 
example 4.27 is from section 4 following the saxophone’s first monotone reaction. The 
 
92 Almén, p. 8 




cello gently reminds the saxophone in measure 79 of its earlier synthesis attempts by 
blending the trichords again. Though it’s a piano figure, it can sing through the 
saxophone’s held note to bring it forward in the texture.  




Ó2006 by Dorn Publications. Used by Permission. 
 
 When the final climax becomes expressly chromatic in the saxophone, the cello’s 
interjections with the 013 material can become increasingly imploring and pleading in its 
last effort to change the saxophone’s mind. The subsequent cadenzas can be played with 
much expression, as this is when each realizes that the two trichords cannot effectively 
coexist and there is an increased overlap of 014 activity. This motivic activity is a vital 
turning point in the plot. Performers can, then, consider the climax’s duration to extend 
through each instrument’s moment of realization, until measure 193. Both cadenzas 
should be approached with dramatic intensity. An overall awareness of agential 
interaction and process throughout the piece will inform performance approaches, but 
performers are encouraged to find more specific moments in the narrative to bring out 
musically as well. 
Conclusion 
 After investigating Walk on Water through lenses of formal, thematic, motivic, 
rhetorical, and agential analytical methods, performers can understand how a theme of 




dialectical tension is supported on multiple levels. Dorothy Chang creates a system of 
oppositions that functionally negate one another by using Enlightenment philosophies 
against Romantic ideals, which develops a rich narrative that has a comedic outcome. 
This unique compositional construction can be followed through the piece, and each 




























ANALYSIS OF AFTERLIGHT FOR SOPRANO  
SAXOPHONE AND PIANO: SONATA  




 Tyler Flowers, Bob Eason, Evan Clark, and Clifford Leaman co-commissioned 
Afterlight for soprano saxophone and piano.93 Flowers, along with pianist Hannah 
Creviston, premiered the work at the World Saxophone Congress Convention in Zagreb, 
Croatia in July of 2018.94 Dorothy Chang describes the piece as a response to a series of 
tragedies from earlier that year. Just as she was beginning to compose the piece, 
numerous young lives were lost and there was mourning across North America. Her 
feelings of overwhelming loss from these senseless acts dictated the piece.95 She writes 
that “the title refers not only to the word’s definition (of retrospect) but also to my own 
interpretation of the word afterlight: that of the “light” that remains when someone 
passes, in the form of memories, shared experiences, a sense of presence even when 
someone is gone.”96 Chang describes the piece to be a combination of an elegy, a lament, 
and a farewell, and it is meant to have a “sense of lingering.”97  
 
93 Dorothy Chang, Afterlight for soprano saxophone and piano (Self-published: Canadian Music Centre, 
2018). 
94 “Tyler Flowers and Hannah Creviston,” accessed October 29, 2019, from www.zagrebsaxcongress.com.  
95 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. 
96 Dorothy Chang, “Afterlight,” Small Chamber Works, accessed October 29, 2019, from 
www.dorothychang.com/small-chamber.  
97 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. 
 




  The piece’s reflective character is obvious at first impression. The piano provides 
a source of continuous motion as the saxophone incorporates microtonality into its 
expressive language. Both voices are generally independent and polyphonic in nature. At 
times they interact through call and response, but they offer different textures as they 
organically grow and change through time. Approaching Afterlight through formal, 
thematic, and motivic gestural means will reveal supported narrative significance and 
performative opportunities.  
Analysis 
 Afterlight exists within the constructs of sonata form. Sonata form carries with it a 
rich history of expectation. On confronting hard cases while determining sonata types, 
James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy remind us in their Elements of Sonata Theory that 
“they are regulative ideas, reconstructed modes of apprehension that make certain types 
of perceptual coherence and meaning possible within this and later repertories.”98 They 
also state that: 
 When…ambiguities occur—as perceived through the conceptual grids of the five 
 sonata types—we should be prepared to accept them and even to use their 
 resultant structural friction as a potential enhancement of our own analytical 
 work. Explicating the analytical problem is always preferable to pretending to 
 solve it through a decisionistic categorization.99  
 
To preface this section on form, it is necessary to note that Afterlight follows sonata form 
in the sense of its referential thematic pattern rather than one that meets the tonal 
conditions. When one uses Hepokoski and Darcy’s sonata theory as a tool to see where 
 
98 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the 
Late-Eighteenth Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), p. 386. 
99 Ibid., p. 387. 




this piece meets and departs expectation, it is clear that it creates a dialogic form that is 
organically conceived, which provides a source of interpretive discourse.  
 The first measure of the four-measure introduction uses all twelve tones, blurring 
time and texture so as not to assert pitch centricity or meter. The exposition begins with 
the saxophone’s presentation of the primary theme in measure 5, which is repeated three 
times to establish its importance. Interestingly, this primary theme was Chang’s starting 
point in her compositional process for the entire piece. She shares how the theme was 
inspired by the opening line of an Elliot Carter art song, though it shares no 
programmatic association with the work.100 Afterlight’s primary theme floats atop the 
piano’s continuous sweeping gestures and often creates dissonance against it (note the 
numerous harmonic seconds in example 5.1). The saxophone creates further dissonance 
with the primary theme’s characteristic quarter tones, which can be interpreted as more 
jarring melodic and harmonic minor seconds. It is presented in a nine-measure period 
constituted of a four-measure antecedent phrase and a five-measure consequent phrase. 
Using Chang’s unique vocabulary of intervallic cadence types,101 one can also see in 
example 5.1 how the antecedent phrase’s cadence can be interpreted either as a minor 
second (D-natural to D-flat) or an elided major seventh (D-flat to C-natural). To follow 
the periodic structure, the minor second serves as the determinate resolution, though the 
dual possibility creates ambiguity. This is only strengthened by another elided cadence at 
the end of the consequent phrase; the F-natural in the saxophone’s measure 13 serves as 
the final pitch of the phrase (major seventh cadence) as well as the first note of the next. 
 
 
100 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. 
101 This was made clear in Two Preludes and further elucidated in Walk on Water, where the minor second 
is akin to the IAC and the major seventh serves as a PAC. 




Example 5.1. First statement of primary theme. Afterlight mm. 5–13.  
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 The primary thematic area continues until measure 26, where the secondary theme 
group takes over with its three themes (Themes 2a, 2b, and 2c). Theme 2a is first 
presented in the piano in measure 26 with its syncopated rhythmic structure, and the 
saxophone responds two measures later with immediate variation: sixteenth-note 
decoration and altered rhythm. Note the related melodic intervals between theme 2a and 
its varied statement in example 5.2. Theme 2a is varied before it is strongly established, 
and its development continues. As shown in example 5.3, Theme 2b is recognizable by 
its minor third tremolo figure in the saxophone, and it reaches an obvious major seventh 
cadence in measure 39. A slower tempo signals Theme 2c, which is found in example 
5.4. This last expositional theme combines a wandering, mixed meter with a similar 




floating quality as that of the primary theme to re-establish the timeless characteristic 
from the beginning of the formal section. The sonata construction of Afterlight is found 
following the thematic examples in table 5.1.  
Example 5.2. First statement of Theme 2a and immediate variation. Afterlight mm. 
26–29.  
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
Example 5.3. First statement of Theme 2b. Afterlight mm. 35–39. 
 




   
 




Example 5.4. First statement of Theme 2c. Afterlight mm. 44–51. 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
Table 5.1. Formal construction of Afterlight with thematic usage. 
 
Introduction: mm. 1–4 
Exposition: mm. 5–60 
 Primary Theme Area: mm. 5–12, mm. 13–20, mm. 21–25 
 Medial Caesura: mm. 24–25 
 Secondary Theme Group:  
  Theme 2a: mm. 26–30 
  *Primary Theme: saxophone, mm. 31–34 
  Theme 2b: mm. 35–43 
  Theme 2c: mm. 44–60 
 Essential Expositional Closure: m. 60 
Development: mm. 61–79 
 Cadenza: m. 61 
 New Theme in development (Theme 3): mm. 62–69 
 Interruption: m. 79 
Retransition: mm. 80–88  
Recapitulation: mm. 89–109   
 Primary Theme: mm. 89–95 
 Theme 2b: saxophone mm. 96–100 
 Theme 2a: piano mm. 96–109 
 Theme 2c: saxophone mm. 101–109 
 
 The saxophone cadenza develops aspects of the introduction and primary theme, 
then introduces a new theme. Theme 3 enters as a call and response between the two 
instruments.  As shown in the circled beat three of measure 62 in example 5.5, it features 




an eighth note, sixteenth rest, and sixteenth note anacrusis figure, which undergoes 
rhythmic variation. Variation is shown through the subsequent circles.  
Example 5.5. First statement of Theme 3. Afterlight mm. 62–69.  
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 Theme 3 builds to the climax in measure 77 with the saxophone’s written 
altissimo B-flat. This aligns with a formal interruption before the retransition to the 
primary theme material in the recapitulation. Example 5.6 shows this climactic moment, 
and the bass in measures 77–78 simulates tonal motion for a moment; there is a dramatic 
secondary dominant to dominant tonal movement (F-sharp to B-natural) followed by a 
complete halt in motion, as one would expect at this moment from a tonal piece within 
sonata theory. The saxophone’s concert A-flat creates a dissonant diminished seventh 
















Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 Chang highlights other structural moments in sonata expectation with similar 
pauses in motion, which are labeled in example 5.7. The medial caesura (MC) occurs 
across measures 24 and 25 with the saxophone’s held G-natural, falling to F-natural over 
the piano’s sustained cluster chord. The second theme group immediately follows. The 
essential expositional closure (EEC) occurs with no closing zone in measure 60, as the 
piano has a tritone descent. Though Chang establishes her expected intervallic cadences 
in the exposition, she gradually avoids them as the piece goes on. She instead uses pauses 
in motion and descending dissonant intervals for these cadential moments.  
Example 5.7. MC and EEC. Afterlight mm. 24–25 and 58–60. 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 




 A monotone quintuplet motive first appears in the last measure of the 
introduction, and its activity throughout the piece establishes it as a unifying element. It 
announces the primary theme and then appears during its first statement in measures 6 
and 7, so the motive builds an immediate association with it. It serves to announce the 
second statement of the primary theme in measure 21, and then the saxophone adapts it 
with timbral changes during Theme 2c (m. 48). It is later found in the closing of the 
saxophone cadenza (development, m. 61), and it precedes the eventual return of the 
primary theme after the formal interruption (mm. 80 and 86). Its last occurrence is played 
by the saxophone in the recapitulation (m. 100) just as Theme 2c becomes recognizable.  






























Example 5.8. Monotone motive usage throughout Afterlight. Mm. 4, 48, 61, 80–81, 
and 100.  
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 Since Chang makes such strong allusions to the Type 3 sonata from Hepokoski 
and Darcy’s theory,102 it is important to consider what her thematic dialogue 
communicates. The way the themes are treated within the form leads the analyst to four 
vital moments: 1) the use of the primary theme in the second theme area (see the asterisk 
noting this curious placement in table 5.1), 2) the cadenza as development section where 
 
102 Afterlight aligns with the Type 3 sonata because it has a defined exposition with a primary theme and 
secondary theme group, a development, and a recapitulation with its expected structural elements therein. 




a new theme is presented, 3) the change in thematic material from the exposition to the 
recapitulation, and 4) the failed essential structural closure (ESC).  
 In measure 31, a more assertive mezzo forte primary theme emerges from the 
gentle, piano Theme 2a, providing contrast not only within the secondary theme group, 
but also from the primary theme’s previously quiet character (see example 5.9). This 
moment highlights the primary theme as disruptive and transgressive, upsetting the 
established tranquility and stepping out of its expected place within the form. It gradually 
fades back into the second theme group with Theme 2b in measure 35.  
Example 5.9. Primary theme emerges from Theme 2a. Afterlight mm. 30–35. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 The saxophone’s cadenza at the onset of the development section is uncommon. 
Though it is not unusual for a new theme to appear in the development section, its 
derivation from previous material is noteworthy. The saxophone first develops material 
from the piano introduction, the primary theme’s accompaniment material, and then the 




monotone motive. When compared to measure 8, Theme 3’s construction is clear; it is a 
chromatic inversion of the primary theme, and its characteristic rhythm (beat 3) has 
evolved from diminution of beats 3 and 4 of measure 8 while referencing the motion in 
measure 5 (see example 5.10). Though Theme 3 finds its roots in primary thematic 
material, its organic evolution masks it, as it sneaks in the primary theme’s less obvious 
elements. This is an example of developing variation, but in this instance, it is varied 
enough to produce a new theme. The development section fails to develop any secondary 
thematic material as though distracted and deceived by this new theme, which actually 
proves to be the transgressive primary theme in disguise. 
Example 5.10. Theme 3 construction of primary thematic elements. Afterlight mm. 
62–64 compared to mm. 8, 12, and 5–6. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 In a successful Type 3 sonata, the second theme(s) should transpose to the 
primary tonal area in the recapitulation.103 Since tonal areas are not the focus in this 
piece, it is important instead to compare how the themes change from the exposition to 
the recapitulation. The primary theme is modified in the recapitulation instead of the 
second theme, again defying expectation: When example 5.11 is compared to the first 
primary theme statement (example 5.1), it is clear that it incorporates inverse intervallic 
 
103 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, pp. 231–232. 




movement, is more rhythmically active, and the microtonal movement is lowered by a 
minor seventh.  It is now situated around F-sharp rather than E-natural.  
Example 5.11. Primary thematic changes in recapitulation. Afterlight mm. 89–95. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 After this unexpected reformation of the primary material, the secondary themes 
appear. Theme 2b is found in the saxophone, now a tritone higher, while the piano has a 
variation of Theme 2a. This incorporates the introductory piano figure (apparent through 
explicit use of the same pitches) within the saxophone’s developed version of Theme 2a 
from measure 28, which is noticeable from the shape and rhythm of the figure. These are 










Example 5.12. Secondary Themes 2a and 2b in recapitulation compared with 
introduction and saxophone Theme 2b. Afterlight mm. 96–98, 1, and 28. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 The piece ends with Theme 2c material, which undergoes inversion as well. It 
gradually loses motion and dies away to nothing as the piano’s line is rhythmically 
augmented, along with a ritardando. No coda or closing section follows. In fact, there is 
no closure as established by Chang’s language, as the necessary ESC is missing. Since 
Chang defines clear structural cadences with the MC, EEC, and interruption, this is a 
significant rhetorical device. Avoidance of Chang’s cadential vocabulary at this point 
categorizes the piece as having a “failed” recapitulation, which is a strong expressive 
gesture, as the demands imposed and accepted during the exposition were not met.104 
This gesture is strengthened because the ESC was not simply deferred into subsequent 
coda space; it actually does not exist, and the piece ends without resolution or sense of 
thematic triumph.  
 
104 Ibid., pp. 245–247. 




 Motivic analysis using pitch-class set theory explores what Afterlight reveals on a 
smaller scale. This uncovers the importance of tetrachord 0145 and the tritone in the 
introduction. The first two measures are almost exclusively constructed of 0145 or a 
subset thereof. Example 5.13 demonstrates the occurrences of 0145, then 014, 05, and 04 
before the idea dissipates and the major seventh indicates the conclusion of the phrase. 
Example 5.14 reveals how the remainder of the introduction gives the impression of an 
attempt to re-establish the 0145 tetrachord, only succeeding once. It presents 0167 first, 
which has similar half-step motion to 0145, but is instead constructed of two tritone 
dyads. 
Example 5.13. 0145 tetrachord and its dissipation through subsets in the 
introduction. Afterlight mm. 1–2. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
Example 5.14. Attempt to re-establish 0145, but presentation of 0167 instead. 
Importance of 0167 as two tritone dyads 06. Afterlight mm. 3–4. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 




 The aforementioned monotone motive in measure 4 also has a tritone as its outer 
interval. Example 5.15 reflects how the motive exhibits symmetry around the axis of F-
natural once the compound interval on the bottom is simplified (a concept familiar to set 
theory). The primary theme’s entrance in measure 5 on concert pitch E-flat, then, defies 
the pitch-level expectation established through the introduction. As the saxophone’s 
transposition displays the F-natural, though, it is as though a level of deception exists as 
well; things are not as they first appear. To further establish the tritone’s importance, the 
piano’s flourish after the monotone motive consists of five statements of the interval.  
Example 5.15. Importance of the tritone, pitch centricity on F-axis, and failed 
expectation. Afterlight mm. 4–5.  
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 As the motivic ideas presented in the introduction are followed throughout the 
form, it is clear that the 0145 tetrachord surfaces at the onset of each new theme through 
the exposition, as demonstrated in example 5.16. It appears several times during the 
primary theme’s first statement, which creates an association with it. After each 
presentation in the secondary theme area, the tetrachord falls away, failing to maintain a 
similar association. Theme 2c never fully supports the tetrachord, though it is reflected in 
the 01 dyad that often begins each measure.  
 




Example 5.16. Appearance of tetrachord 0145 with each statement of new primary 
material. Afterlight mm. 8–12, 26–28, 31, 35, and 44–46. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 The 0145 tetrachord re-establishes importance in the development section, and 
example 5.17 shows how dissipation through its subsets presents a similar outcome as the 
introduction. Theme 3 offers contrast since the tetrachord builds rather than dissipates; 
though the theme begins with statements of 0134, these serve as a gateway to 0145 by 
measure 68 (see the interlocked tetrachords in the piano, example 5.18). Importance of 
tetrachord 0145 remains through the climax in the saxophone (mm. 77–78), but the 
piano’s interlocked statements surge out of control toward a dramatic pause on a tritone, 
shown in example 5.19. This climactic moment contains the piece’s highest pitch for the 
saxophone and lowest pitch for the piano. 




Example 5.17. Importance of 0145 tetrachord and its subsets in the development. 
Afterlight mm. 61–end. 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
  












Example 5.19. Importance of 0145 and tritone at the climax. Afterlight mm. 77–78. 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 In the recapitulation, the tetrachord only appears at the onset of Themes 2a and 2b 
(mm. 95 and 96), and its usage once again dissipates through its subsets. This moment 
marks a resurgence of the introductory material to reflect the original objective, while 
also signifying the end of the tetrachord activity (see example 5.12). It highlights 0145’s 
failure to meet its potential that was established in the introduction, as each time the 
tetrachord emerges it fails to maintain its stature.  
Performance Considerations: Agency and Rhetoric  
in Formal and Motivic Content 
 
 The thematic narrative introduced in the formal analysis suggests agency. The 
transgressive primary theme (now called “transgressive agent”) prevents the secondary 
theme group (“interrupted agent”) from fulfilling its trajectory, creating a deformation of 
the sonata form. The transgressive agent interjects during the secondary space and 
conceals itself through transformation to slip into the development’s “new” Theme 3. It 
undergoes a fundamental change in the recapitulation, the area in which the interrupted 
agent is expected to change. This leaves the interrupted agent without a purpose, which 
suspends the trajectory. As a final attempt to find its way, a confused Theme 2c (as part 
of the interrupted agency) also appears in inversion to mirror the transgressive agent’s 




unexpected action. Rather than adapting to reach a strong ESC, the interrupted agent dies 
away into nothing, affected by the transgressive agent’s noncompliance. The 
transgressive agent’s behavior unexpectedly alters the course of action, and the 
deformation most closely aligns with the ironic archetype from Almén’s narrative theory 
(table 2.1). The interrupted agent is the “order” character since it attempts to complete its 
expected task within sonata form. Afterlight emphasizes defeat because no clear agent 
reigns victorious; in fact, both characters seem to be defeated. However, “order” 
(interrupted agent) is most clearly defeated by transgression in the end.  
 The motivic activity serves as a foreshadowing device in the introduction as well 
as a reflection of the thematic agency throughout. The introduction is actually a 
microcosm of the sonata form’s deformation and ironic archetype with its failure to meet 
expectation; The monotone motive in measure 4, with its F-natural axis, sets up a pitch 
anticipation that the saxophone’s subsequent entrance fails to realize. Furthermore, the 
0145 tetrachord shows potential as a strong thematic element, which it fails to maintain 
throughout the piece. After it dissipates in measure 2, it shows agency in its attempt to re-
establish in measure 3. As 0145 associates itself with the primary material, agency is 
further apparent in its attempts to also connect itself with the secondary themes. 
Throughout the exposition, however, it is never successful in its quest. The tetrachord 
gains prominence throughout the development, sustaining into the climax of the piece as 
it collides with Theme 3, which is a turning point in the plot. This moment again creates 
expectation that the 0145 will retain its prominence for the remainder of the piece. After 
the climactic interruption that concludes the development, however, its association 
appears in a pattern of opposition when the recapitulation is compared to the exposition. 




In the recapitulation, the tetrachord is active with Themes 2a and 2b rather than with the 
primary theme, so it loses its identity in its process of trying to gain control over all 
thematic activity (see table 5.2). This proves on a deeper level how the motivic plan 
becomes flawed as the piece progresses, just as the thematic activity uncovers an inherent 
flaw with the transgressive agent’s action within sonata expectation. The motivic activity, 
then, imitates what occurs on a thematic level.   
Table 5.2. Association of tetrachord 0145 with thematic area in exposition versus 
recapitulation 
 
 Exposition Recapitulation 




Yes                   No  No                    Yes (2a and 2b) 
  
 Blending these agential illustrations and rhetorical devices provides a broader 
narrative with which performers can connect. With this agency in mind, performers can 
liken Afterlight to unexpected events in their lives that have changed its anticipated 
course. These analytical findings also support Chang’s description of the piece provided 
in the introduction: as a response to several tragedies. The transgressive agent (primary 
theme), then, as the event that changes the timeline, can be representative of the tragedy 
Chang describes. It can be played with intense sadness, as can its components that bleed 
into the interrupted agent (secondary theme space). The interrupted agent’s theme group 










  Constant awareness of the connections evidenced in the previous section can be 
used as a performance approach and will help to present the agential findings from the 
analysis, as will careful treatment of specific moments. For instance, the ambiguity 
provided by the elided phrases in the exposition can be highlighted if performers do not 
find a resting point with the antecedent phrases (refer to example 5.1). They can instead 
lean into the uneasiness the primary theme creates by pushing forward during those 
elided moments to portray the restlessness within the primary theme. Further attention to 
phrase construction reveals that the tritone presented in the introduction later becomes 
important as a cadential interval. The EEC in measures 59 and 60 is indicated by the 
melodic tritone, so it should be treated with the same importance as Chang’s sevenths and 
seconds.105  
 The transgressive agent exhibits signs of struggle as it nears the end of its 
thematic space in the exposition. Example 5.20 shows how the figure fails to complete its 
third statement, attempting twice to evade its cadence before it pauses and falls a melodic 
second in defeat. By Chang’s terminology this is a cadence after all, albeit a weak one.106 







105 Similarly, the interruption at the end of the development section (m. 78) is indicated by the harmonic 
tritone. 
106 To draw meaning from the earlier rhetorical study by Curtis and Bharucha, “The Minor Third 
Communicates Sadness in Speech, Mirroring its Use in Music,” (pp. 346–347), this descending second also 
reflects sadness. 




Example 5.20. Transgressive agent struggles with failure to complete third 
statement. Afterlight mm. 21–25. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 The transgressive agent should carry with it emotional depth because of its 
associative agency. Emotive power is found in its microtones, so building the phrase 
shape around them will help to realize the theme’s full expressive potential. Referencing 
again the work of Curtis and Bharucha on intervallic meanings as modern rhetoric, the 
descending minor second has been proven to invoke sadness, while the ascending minor 
second has an association with anger.107 The quarter-step pitch only dramatizes these 
half-step impressions. In the first three measures of the first statement of Theme 1 (the E-
quarter flat in measure 7 in example 5.1), slightly lengthening the quarter-tone pitch and 
building tension toward each one will produce a foreboding character.  
 Three important points in the narrative should be considered with similar 
intention. The moment in the exposition where the transgressive theme interrupts the 
secondary theme space (m. 31) is the first place where the “sonata misbehavior” is 
evident. The saxophone can take full advantage of this first full dynamic level by using a 
 
107 Meagan E. Curtis and Jamshed J. Bharucha, “The Minor Third Communicates Sadness in Speech, 
Mirroring its Use in Music,” Emotion by the American Psychological Association, Vol. 10, No. 3: 2010, 
pp. 346–347. 




different tonal concept to create even more contrast, highlighting its interruptive action. 
The microtones should be approached in a similar way to those in the primary theme 
space, but now they can incorporate more of an accented quality (using air, not tongue) to 
show its now-obvious, aggressive objective to take over the thematic space. Performance 
markings have been added in example 5.21 to demonstrate.  
Example 5.21. Performance suggestion based on interruptive action of sonata 




Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 Expectation is defied in the recapitulation in two places: when the transgressive 
theme undergoes inversion (m. 89), and soon after when the interrupted agent realizes its 
lack of purpose (m. 96). This turning point can be portrayed through performance if the 
saxophone plays this transgressive theme with remorse and distance in mind; refraining 
from shaping or bringing out the microtones this time will show the theme’s 
transformation through the form, as though the theme realizes here that it has caused the 
deformation. The interrupted agent’s realization in measure 96 can be played with 
distance as well, and sadness (see example 5.22). More saxophone rubato and dramatic 
shaping of the tremolos will help to accomplish this, starting and ending slowly while 
building speed and tension toward the middle of each one. The saxophone can also 
slightly emphasize the bottom note of each tremolo with length to highlight the overall 
descent of this section. The piano’s reflection of the beginning with the re-established 




tetrachord that liquidates into nothing can take on characteristics of a memory. To 
accomplish this, the pianist can take full advantage of Chang’s rubato suggestion while a 
full pianissimo can decrescendo to a softer pianissimo from measures 96–97. These 
moments are further supported by Chang’s performance indication in measure 96: 
“Fragile, gradually receding into the distance.”  
Example 5.22. Performance suggestion based on Theme 2a’s loss of purpose in the 
recapitulation. Afterlight mm. 96–100. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 Overall, the interrupted agent’s material can be played to depict confusion and 
uncertainty, especially when the transgressive agent disrupts its material in the 
exposition. As suggested in example 5.23, the saxophone tremolos of Theme 2b (mm. 
35–38) can remain soft and fast throughout and the saxophonist can refrain from varying 
the speed and shape of the tremolo here (unlike the performance suggestion for the 




recapitulation’s corresponding moment found in example 5.22). Uncertainty can be 
depicted by staying within the piano’s texture.  
Example 5.23. Performance suggestion for Theme 2b in exposition based on 
uncertainty. Afterlight mm. 35–38. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 Uncertainty can be highlighted in Theme 2c’s wandering rhythmic quality by 
placing the irregular rhythms gently without emphasis (see excerpt in example 5.24). 
This, along with the changing meter and general avoidance of rhythms that stress 
downbeats, will infuse this section with character to support the narrative. The piano’s 
line under Theme 2c has a motivic suggestion of this hesitation, as 0145 is never reached, 
only attempted with numerous 01 dyads. Example 5.24 shows how this can be 
highlighted musically; if each presentation of the dyad is the loudest part of each figure, it 
will sound as a renewed attempt each time. With each failure, the figure can decrescendo, 















Example 5.24. Performance suggestion for Theme 2c in exposition based on 
uncertainty. Afterlight mm. 44–60. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
 As established earlier, the saxophone cadenza in the development reestablishes 
the 0145 tetrachord, and Theme 3 reflects a collision of successful tetrachord activity 
with the primary thematic material (see example 5.10). This is another instance of the 
transgressive theme, but it can be played victoriously in its build to the climax through 
forward motion, much expression, and brilliance of tone similar to that used in its first 
moment of interruption in the exposition. The 0145 activity further justifies the use of 
forward motion through the cadenza; as most of the tetrachord’s action in this piece 
dissipates soon after its establishment, its motion in the development actually builds and 
is retained through most of the section.  
 Following the monotone motive throughout the form shows an evolution in its 
meaning. Its statements can be reviewed in example 5.8, and performance suggestions for 
instances of its different meanings are provided in example 5.25. It first announces the 




transgressive agent (m. 4), so it can be interpreted as ominous, stating what is to come. 
An ominous character can be established by length, space, and a heaviness with each 
note. When the motive is played by the saxophone at the end of the exposition (during 
Theme 2c, m. 48), the timbral change infuses it with a new meaning. It now reflects the 
effect the primary theme has made on the form. More time can be used to portray this 
figure, as can leaning into each timbral fingering to differentiate it from the standard A-
sharp. A similar approach should be used to depict the figure at the end of the saxophone 
cadenza (m. 61) when it holds a similar meaning. Much expression and a quality of 
“singing out” can be employed. In measure 80, it is again used to announce the thematic 
return since the piece does not do so with a tonal return, so this figure can be performed 
using the same approach as the first. The harmonic minor second draws attention to the 
familiar figure, so it can be given the most length of the tenuto markings Chang indicates. 
In the recapitulation, the monotone motive takes on a reflective meaning, as declaration 
that it will never forget what has happened (m. 100). When one recalls this piece’s tragic 
connotation that Chang describes, this motivic moment gains even more significance. 
Much time can be taken with the last statement of the motive to depict reflection, fully 
drawing out each note to take up space in this moment of realization. Formally, it also 















Example 5.25. Performance suggestion for monotone motive based on its changing 
meaning within the narrative. Afterlight mm. 4, 48, 60, 80–81, and 100–101. 
 
 
Ó2018 by Dorothy Chang. Used by Permission. 
 
Conclusion 
 Considering Afterlight through a lens of sonata form rhetoric, thematic developing 
variation, and pitch class motivic analysis reveals an ironic narrative with numerous 
layers of agency and meaning. This synthesis of approaches builds association around the 
primary theme as a central figure, which further likens it to a tragedy or event that 
changes life’s course. This provides performers with several methods of interpretation to 
utilize, which will create a meaningful portrayal of Dorothy Chang’s most recent work 






















 Applying these methodologies of semiotic theory has caused me to delve deeply 
into the inner workings of Chang’s music to speculate on the meaning found in their 
details, creating a multi-tiered system that performers can utilize as an interpretive 
concept. There remains one unuttered question threading through this dissertation, 
however: On a comprehensive level, what does Dorothy Chang communicate through her 
music? Before this question is broached, a general comparison of the three pieces will 
reveal more specific elements of Chang’s compositional style and her musical 
development as a composer. 
Chang’s Compositional Style and Development 
 Chang describes how her recent works are more exploratory of timbre and texture 
(as evidenced in Afterlight) compared to her earlier focus on linear development 
(observed in Two Preludes and Walk on Water). She also shares how she now considers 
the formal structure in the earliest planning stages so that the piece evolves throughout 
the structure more organically, as compared to her earlier approaches. 108 While her 
stylistic evolution across these works is apparent and show her adaptation of different 
compositional methods, the similarities found from each analysis can reveal more 
significant findings.  
 
108 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. 
 




 Chang uses developing variation as an important facet of each piece, but she 
utilizes it in different ways. In Two Preludes, though she uses it on the musical surface 
with the themes, it serves most importantly through its motivic function, which is an 
overtly post-tonal device that becomes integral to the work’s narrative. The use of 
developing variation in Walk on Water becomes part of the formal structure while its 
extensive use in the second theme functions to communicate the important dialogue as 
well as to establish thematic variety. Afterlight uses developing variation as a dramatic 
device since it reveals the motivation of the transgressive agent; its varied forms interrupt 
the secondary theme space, it serves to mask the primary’s transgressive thematic 
elements in Theme 3, and it weakens Theme 2a from being strongly established. Though 
Chang’s use of developing variations is not a stylistic phenomenon, its use as an integral 
role in the cultivation of narrative is.  
 In her two later works, Chang’s use of Romantic characteristic expands to the use 
of unifying motivic elements that can be likened to an ideé fixe, which is a recurring 
theme or motive that may or may not be varied. In both Walk on Water and Afterlight, 
she uses a monotone motive that proves to be demonstrative of rhetoric in both cases. 
Walk on Water’s monotone motive usage (see example 4.25) is a gesture that becomes 
tied with a reaction to synthesis. In Afterlight (example 5.8), it serves as a warning of 
what is to come, and later becomes a reflection of what happened. According to Agawu’s 
rubrics to find rhetoric (summarized in Chapter 2), a monotone motive indicates speech 
mode. Both monotone motives under discussion validate his description of a “non-
melodic, syllabic presentation of irregular rhythm,”109 and their gestures indicate agency 
 
109 Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2009), pp. 98–99. 




through their definitive communication of action. Along with this serving as another 
Romantic element that contributes to define Chang’s style, it is indicative of how 
Chang’s post-tonal music lends itself to successful application of topical theory.   
 Two Preludes, Walk on Water, and Afterlight all engage in a prose of 
simultaneous oppositions, which prove to be thematically central to each work. 
Summarizing her oppositional positioning and which agency and narrative it ultimately 
leads to demonstrates how Hatten’s and Almén’s methodologies easily align with 
Chang’s compositional style. Two Preludes’ opposition is at the motivic level, which 
leads to agential conflict of symmetry versus asymmetry (balanced versus unbalanced). It 
creates a romantic rhetorical archetype because the asymmetrical agent seeks the order 
found in the symmetrical agent and transforms into it, so order wins. Walk on Water’s 
opposition begins as a topical dialectic, as Chang situates the themes in a conflict of 
contrasting historical styles and their associated philosophies. This leads to a victory of 
the Romantic, independent (transgressive) agent over the union (order) agent, creating a 
comedic archetype. Afterlight is steeped in thematic opposition within the sonata form’s 
structure. The opposition is evident through the primary theme (transgressive agent)’s 
multiple efforts to take over the secondary theme group (interrupted agent), stepping out 
of line with the rules of sonata theory. This ultimately leads to an ironic narrative 
archetype that emphasizes the defeat of order. When asked about the important 
oppositional facet common to the three works, Chang shares that it must be a 
consequence of intuition, as she does not compose with any kind of formal process in 
mind to guide the motivic development within a piece.110 Whether it is intentional or not, 
 
110 Dorothy Chang, personal correspondence with author, December 4, 2019. 




this summary makes it clear how Chang’s music has an abundance of clear interpretive 
avenues, from gestural/topical interpretation to agential correlations, that engage with 
narrative theory. In Chapter 1, I state that, “Dorothy Chang is a significant contributor to 
modern saxophone repertoire, and her life and works are deserving of further 
examination.” This discussion proves how her saxophone works should not only have the 
recognition they deserve, but also how they add to the previously mentioned lacking body 
of work in post-tonal semiotics.  
 Through these similarities and differences, we can see how Chang maintains a 
sense of discovery in her style, exploring different compositional portrayals of 
oppositional and expressive material. It is also helpful to track her stylistic evolution. 
Chang’s unique phrasing in Two Preludes establishes her vocabulary of the seventh as a 
cadential device, while the strictness in presentation of pitch content shows her 
consideration of a different type of phrasal segmentation. Walk on Water uses classical 
phrase construction to further establish this cadential vocabulary, showing how the 
melodic second serves as an imperfect authentic cadence and the seventh as a perfect 
authentic cadence. Afterlight brings this all together with the ability to use sonata theory 
as an interpretive device. Since her portrayal of cadential elements is unique, a 
knowledge of Chang’s stylistic evolution through the previous two pieces is essential to 
fully understand what she communicates in Afterlight. Furthermore, Two Preludes uses 
such significant motivic action that it establishes the importance of utilizing motivic 
analysis in her subsequent pieces as well. Though drawing meaning would still be 
possible, it uncovers a deeper level of interpretation that can be used in performative 
efforts.  




 A look at Chang’s stylistic progression shows how dialogue with the past and 
present is also a common theme. Through time, Chang has created a unique rhetorical 
language using established formal devices and their associative expectation. Then she 
situates her post-tonal material in dialogue with it, playing with that expectation. This 
creates a narrative through the material’s interaction and evolution. Her neo-classical and 
neo-romantic bases converge with post-tonal elements to create a unique, contemporary 
musical output. Just like the methodology used in this project, she presents a mixture of 
old with new; old to establish meaning, and new to bring it somewhere unexpected. 
Narrative Parallelism 
 Reflecting on these analyses, one can conclude that isolating Chang’s musical 
elements and their interaction at different levels suggests how they become structures that 
indicate meaning. At this point, the analysis can be successfully joined with agency and 
narrative. Meaning is created not only through these semiotic relationships, but by how 
the meanings drawn then relate back to the “whole.” Meaningful significance, then, is 
reinforced by elements of parallelism, and Chang’s music is filled with these formal, 
motivic, and agential reflections. Motivic parallelism is defined by Charles Burkhart as a 
design element of synthesis between surface and structural levels of music. In his article 
entitled “Schenker’s ‘Motivic Parallelisms,’” Burkhart demonstrates how Schubert’s 
Erlkönig begins with a motive from which the rest of the composition is structurally and 
harmonically derived.111 Since Burkhart’s analysis discusses literal motivic reproductions 
at different levels in Romantic music, his analysis serves as a point of departure when 
considering Chang’s type of parallelism in these three saxophone works. Her music 
 
111 Charles Burkhart, “Schenker’s ‘Motivic Parallelisms’”, Journal of Music Theory, Vol. 22, No. 2 
(Autumn, 1978), pp. 145–175. 




incorporates reflections of the dramatic narrative at different levels, which will be 
referred to as “narrative parallelism.” A description of how narrative parallelism is 
central to each work discussed will aid in forming a definition, but a preliminary attempt 
at an explanation is as such: A piece possesses narrative parallelism when its narrative 
and agential findings are reflected formally and at different levels within the music. This, 
then, lacks the necessity of literal reproduction found in motivic parallelism. It lends 
itself to post-tonal music as a reflective mode of analysis, as one takes specific analytical 
results and relates it back to the whole.   
 The findings demonstrated thus far from the multi-tiered mode of analysis used 
can show how “large to small” analysis followed by “small to large” reflection of 
narrative parallelism works in each piece. In short, I will take the conclusions from the 6-
step process from table 2.4 and relate it back to step one to see how the narrative is 
reflected formally. Rather than a list, I instead suggest a circular process to assess for a 
connection. If step 5 can be reflected back within step 1 (since step 6 is a performative 
application of step 5), the piece can be said to possess narrative parallelism. Continuing 
through the steps a second time will check for more levels of parallelism, if they have not 
already been realized. A visual representation is shown in figure 6.1 (for more complete 















Figure 6.1. Methodology expanded from table 2.4 to check for narrative parallelism 
in Chang’s music 
 
 The narrative within Two Preludes is a process of the asymmetrical agent 
becoming symmetrical. Both movements within Two Preludes are in ternary form, which 
possesses symmetry (ABA’). It is clear, then, that the balance so sought after by the agent 
was within its grasp all along, as the symmetrical basis for both movements is also 
reflected in the form. Once can also see how finding this parallelism acts not only as a 
reflection of the narrative on a deeper level, but also that of a formal foreshadowing 
device. When figure 6.1 is applied to Walk on Water, one returns to consider form with 
its dialectical narrative in mind, an opposition between the union and independent agents. 
The set of double variations shows how Chang makes room for the oppositional dialogue 
between themes, as she sets up binary formal expectation within each section right away. 
The situation of themes within the form shows two significant departures from the 
“binary conversation”, both of which favor the second theme (independent agent) as 
having more prominence than the first (union agent). Since the independent agent is 
victorious, pulling away from the union agent in the end, Walk on Water also exhibits 




narrative parallelism because this theme is reflected formally. More levels of parallelism 
are found in Chapter 4.  
 The large role form plays is obvious in Afterlight with the rhetoric and 
expectation that lays groundwork for the entire narrative, as evidenced in Chapter 5. A 
look at Step 4 with the narrative between the transgressive and interrupted agents in mind 
shows definite parallelism; the motivic activity sets up expectation and fails to meet it, so 
a small-scale version of the narrative and formal activity is supported motivically.  
 This regenerative way of considering meaning in Chang’s work also reveals how 
each piece is organically related, which causes a deeper appreciation for the music and 
can help inform their performance. Awareness of these parallelisms can also contribute to 
the quality of performance. Similarly, Hatten states that “all levels of structure contribute 
to the expressive meaning of a work” and that “structure refers to relationships inherent 
in the score and expression to those relationships as made manifest and embodied in 
sound.”112 
 While an analyst or performer could come to meaningful interpretations of Two 
Preludes, Walk on Water, and Afterlight by other means, following the methodology 
offered in this dissertation provides a new layer of depth. Relating each piece’s findings 
of agency and narrative back to its formal and motivic considerations reveals narrative 
parallelism, which contributes to a better understanding of the multi-tiered meanings. 
This project reveals insight into Dorothy Chang’s compositional style and the intuitive, 
detailed construction of her output. She creates music that advances the saxophone 
 
112 Robert Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2004), p. 9. 




community as well as the musical academic community. I anticipate that she will 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW WITH DOROTHY CHANG 
 
Nov. 19, 2019, email correspondence113 
 
Long: What was your musical life like growing up? Did you grow up in a musical home?  
 
Chang: I am the youngest of 3 girls. Neither of my parents is musical, though my sisters 
and I all learned piano. My sisters also learned violin. I added clarinet in fourth grade, 
through my public school’s music program. So, although I had no exposure to 
professional music, there was (amateur) music in the home with, seemingly, always 
someone practicing one instrument or another.  
 
Long: Did you have a formative experience growing up when you realized you wanted to 
pursue a career in music? 
 
Chang: No, I had no idea that people pursued careers in music, and much less in 
composition. However, music was a huge part of my childhood - in addition to piano and 
clarinet, I accompanied my school's choir, played in marching band (through university, 
actually), played in the band, orchestra, junior high and high school jazz bands, high 
school musical pit band, etc. I originally went to Michigan intending to study business, 
but then I came across Music Theory for Non-Majors and Music Composition for Non-
Majors and I took them as electives. Only then did I realize that composition was an 
actual major! I applied and transferred to the composition program in my junior year.  
 
Long: How old were you when you started composing? 
 
Chang: My very first composition, six measures long, I wrote in third grade when I was 
learning recorder at school. Other than that, I composed a bit in junior high but without a 
teacher and no clue what I was doing, those were short, unfinished sketches. In high 
school I had a pop band that I wrote for. I had no exposure to contemporary composition 
until the composition course for non-majors at Michigan, so it might be most accurate to 
say that I started composing at age 18.  
 
Long: Who have you studied composition with? What are some aspects of your 
composition approach/style you feel that you learned from your teacher(s)?  
 
Chang: My primary teacher at Michigan was William Albright. At Indiana (for my 
DMA), my teacher was Claude Baker, though I also studied for one term with Don 
Freund. At summer festivals, I had a few lessons with John Harbison, Bright Sheng and 
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Bernard Rands. Also, not lessons but masterclasses led by Joan Tower (at the Norfolk 
Contemporary Music Workshop).  
Bill Albright had high standards and he didn’t hesitate to let me know if something I 
brought it wasn’t strong enough. On the other hand, he would also be very excited when I 
came in well-prepared, and he was always extremely supportive and encouraging. Bill 
didn’t focus much on specific technique, but from him, and from the atmosphere in 
general at Michigan while I was there, I learned to be open to a variety of styles and 
approaches - and not to feel pressure to compose in a specific language or style. I still 
embrace that in my writing, and I enjoy exploring different influences from piece to piece 
depending on the performer(s), context or personal whim.  
 
Long: Who are your musical mentors, and what are the main ways in which they have 
influenced you? 
 
Chang: I would list my musical mentors as William Albright (who gave me support and 
encouragement in my early years when I was full of self-doubt, having started 
composition so late. He also taught me to be self-critical and encouraged me to think 
outside the box); Claude Baker at Indiana (he taught me to scrutinize and be responsible 
for everything I wrote, down to the most intricate level of detail. An important focus of 
my time at Indiana was refining my craft and technique. He also set high standards for 
professionalism. He gave me invaluable advice as I transitioned from grad student to 
professional composer. And he wrote countless letters on my behalf!) 
John Harbison - I worked with John very briefly one summer in Aspen, but he was 
incredibly nurturing and supportive, and we continued to keep in contact following the 
festival. He opened doors by recommending me/my music to various ensembles and 
performers, and recommended me for various composition opportunities for which I am 
truly grateful.  
 
Joan Tower I list as a mentor even though I worked with her for only a short time at 
Norfolk, and have had little contact with since then. However, I was profoundly impacted 
by a specific masterclass we had in which we (Joan and students) were discussing our 
experiences as female composers. There were several female composers as a part of that 
workshop, and the atmosphere was such that they felt open to sharing some horrible 
experiences they had endured: sexual harassment and unwanted advances from male 
teachers, conductors, etc. I had never had a female composition teacher before, and I 
remember that Joan was so warm, so supportive and so sympathetic (many were in tears, 
this was an emotional session). As I’ve progressed from student to emerging to mid-
career composer and teacher, I’ve often thought back to that session and how much I 
appreciated (and still appreciate) having Joan as a role model - not just as a highly 
accomplished and successful composer, but as a senior female composer who went out of 
her way to mentor and nurture young female composers. Now, as a professor and 
instructor at various workshops, I try to pay it forward whenever possible, remembering 
how grateful I was as a young female composer to have that support. It is still not an easy 
path for many female composers, despite overall improvement of the situation.  
 




Long: Do you feel that your works for saxophone are different in any way than your 
works for other instruments? Does writing for the saxophone influence your creative 
process?  
 
Chang: I love the versatility of the saxophone, and that certainly has influenced the way 
in which I write for the instrument. I explored this quite a bit in “New Stories”, which 
features stylistic contrast between the movements. I’m also drawn to the huge colour 
palette of the saxophone and the wide range of possibilities: for example, its capacity to 
sound like an expressive singing human voice, yet also its ability to be very percussive 
and industrial-sounding. When I compose for saxophone, often the initial creative spark 













































APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW WITH DOROTHY CHANG 
 
Dec. 4, 2019, email correspondence114 
 
Long: What was your preconceived plan/approach when composing each (Two Preludes, 
Walk on Water, and Afterlight)? For instance, did you begin with any specific melodic, 
motivic, or rhythmic ideas? 
Chang: Two Preludes was written during my undergraduate degree and was my first 
piece for saxophone. Christopher Creviston had requested the piece for his master’s 
recital, and I initially intended for it to be two shorter preludes that would precede a 
longer movement that I didn’t end up writing. I don’t remember too much about the 
composition process, only that I wanted to explore both the lyrical and more 
rhythmic/aggressive sides of the saxophone. I had just become familiar with Gyorgy 
Ligeti’s Piano Etudes at that time, and my 2nd prelude is influenced by the rhythmic drive 
featured in several of Ligeti’s etudes. 
Walk on Water was written to explore motion, and moving between a vertical emphasis 
(homorhythmic motion, with a clearly delineated pulse) and more fluid linear lines with 
the voices moving independently from one another. This piece started with a fairly clear 
overview of the structure, and the range of textures I wanted to explore.  
As I was just beginning to work on Afterlight, the media was dominated by coverage of 
several horrific tragedies that occurred resulting in numerous young lives lost and a 
collective mourning across North America. I don’t usually write about current events, but 
in this case the feeling of senseless loss was so overwhelming and unshakable that it 
pretty much dictated what the piece would be. Afterlight is a combination of an elegy, a 
lament and a farewell. Musically, the starting point was the opening rising line in the 
saxophone, and the idea that the entire work would have a sense of lingering. (Full 
disclosure: the rising line was inspired by the opening line of an art song by Elliott Carter 
- it has nothing whatsoever to do with this piece programmatically speaking, but for 
whatever reason it was an earworm at the time, so ended up influencing the opening of 
Afterlight) 
 
Long: How has your compositional style and approach evolved since Two Preludes? 
 
Chang: My style and approach have changed in different ways since composing Two 
Preludes over 25 years ago. In general, beginning just after the time that Walk on 
Water was composed, I’ve moved toward more exploration of timbre and texture as 
opposed to my earlier focus on motive and linear development. I’ve also become more 
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attentive to formal structure in the earliest stages of planning a work, so I feel I have a 
much more organic sense of a piece before I start actually putting notes on the page. In 
more recent years, I’ve become more interested in interdisciplinary and cross-cultural 
projects, so have been working more with choreographers, writers and ensembles that 
mix Chinese and Western instruments. I feel that my compositional voice has become 
much more diverse. I enjoy exploring completely new approaches to composing 
depending on the project at hand. 
 
Long: Do any of these pieces relate to each other musically, whether it’s by topic, theme, 
process, etc.? 
 
Chang: These three pieces were written so far apart from one another that I don’t feel 
there is much (conscious) connection between them. I certainly hear elements of my 
present voice in the two older works, though they definitely feel like works written by a 
much younger me – I would approach the pieces very differently if I were to write them 
today. 
 
Long: I notice a similarity in a motivic underlying process in each piece that was unique 
to each piece’s form/thematic content. Is this intended to reflect an intrinsic, deeper 
meaning within each piece, or is it perhaps something that came through your writing 
intuitively?  
 
Chang: It must have come intuitively, since I don’t compose with any kind of formal 
process! Pre-planning, yes, and consciously working with a limited amount of materials, 
but no formal process to guide the motivic development within a piece. 
  
Long: Do you have any interpretive advice on each piece for performers? 
Chang: Two Preludes: Prelude I – to think about the larger grouping of phrases. I 
encourage players to take time in this movement, but to think of phrases, especially 
where breath marks are indicated, within a hierarchy. Be sure not to add too much time 
too frequently in the middle of a longer phrase grouping - a breath mark at these moments 
is less of a pause and more of a quick catching of the breath. Be sure to preserve the 
longer line. 
Prelude II – to play so that the note groupings (3, 3, 4, 5, etc.) are clear as indicated by 
slurs. It should feel pulsed, but with the length of the pulse changing from (pretty much) 
beat to beat. The passage at M. 31 should be in contrast – lyrical, and perhaps with a 
change of tone. 
Walk on Water – the only interpretive advice I would give is to bring out the changes in 
character, and to play with colour in passages with limited pitch motion (such as in 
mm. 71–95) and to think and shape these phrases melodically even when playing a series 
of repeated notes.    




Long: Are you comfortable for performers to add to your composerly process (i.e. with 
their interpretations) when it’s based on their analytical findings? For instance, to “bring 
something out” that they’ve found through their analysis? 
Chang: I welcome anything that performers bring to my music since I view each work as 
a collaboration, even if it was written years ago for a different performer. When I 
compose, of course I hear the piece in a very specific way, but I’m thrilled when 
performers are able to bring their own musicality and ideas to my pieces. The 
interpretation might not always exactly match what I heard in my head during the 
composition process, but I’m delighted to hear my music come alive in different ways.   
Long: What do you feel are the desired affects/takeaways from the journey each piece 
takes the listener and performer(s) on? 
 
Chang: This is a difficult question to answer since each performer and listener likely will 
take away something unique based on his/her own experiences, and whether or not they 
connect to the music. I suppose for each piece the desired affect or takeaway for the 
listener or performer is that there has been as journey of some sort. For the preludes, 
being so short in duration, the intention was more to capture a certain feeling, character 
or atmosphere in each movement. For Walk on Water, the “journey” is the movement 
across and through a variety of textures, as if traversing a number of different 
terrains. Expressively, some of these are intense and aggressive, and others calm and 
introspective.  
 
In Afterlight, there is a progression from the wistful opening to an outpouring of emotion, 
then retreating to a state of numbness, then release and a final farewell.  
 
Long: Do you view the different instruments’ interaction in each piece to be 
conversational, combative, agreeable, etc.? Do you view them as individual personas, a 
single persona, or truly as musical instruments? Do you find the instruments to drive the 
musical content at all? 
Chang: In Two Preludes and Walk on Water, I view the instruments abstractly; they 
aren’t meant to represent any particular persona. In the preludes, the interaction between 
the two instruments is more complementary: in the first prelude, the piano mostly plays a 
supporting role before dropping out until the very end. There was no programmatic 
element governing this, more of a desire to feature the saxophone and to create a sense of 
space. In the second prelude, the piano sets up the rhythmic drive, then plays a more 
traditional role in highlighting and supporting the saxophone line. 
In Walk on Water, there is a wider spectrum of counterpoint and texture, and a greater 
independence between the two voices. However, I don’t think of the interaction in terms 
of being combative or agreeable. The types of interaction instead stem more from an 
abstract interest in having two textures, or two contrasting elements that coexist (for 
example, ca. mm. 53–60). It’s the juxtaposition of diametrically opposed elements that I 




wanted to work with, and the movement between these textures and those in which the 
two voices are closely aligned.  
 Afterlight contains by far the most programmatic element out of the three works. In this 
piece, I did view the soprano saxophone as a voice, at times representing the soul or spirit 
of the one who has passed, and at other moments representing the voice of those who 
remain and mourn. I don’t view the piano as an individual character, though its material 
is written to create a particular atmosphere. The imagery I had in mind when writing the 
piano material was to capture a fleeting instant and extend it, like a moment frozen in 
time. 
 When composing a work, yes, the instruments certainly drive the musical content. Often 
my composition process begins by researching and considering how I might want to use 
the timbral qualities and capabilities of the instruments for which I’m writing. In the 
initial stages, I’m working mostly in my head, and notating ideas on paper only after I’ve 
worked out enough to feel that it’s worth jotting down.     
 Long: Do you feel that your music reflects any struggles or events from your own life? 
Chang: Many of my compositions do draw upon my own experiences, as I often view my 
music as expressing that which I’m unable to with words. A few works are very specific; 
for example, I have a number of works (New Stories included) that address the challenge 
of reflecting my hybrid cultural (Chinese-Taiwanese-American-Canadian) identity in my 
music. I also have two works that were written during times of personal loss and grief. In 
writing those works, I channeled my grief into the music; there are references that have 
great significance to me, but are unknown to the listener. Others are less personal and 
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December 15, 2019 
 
Dear Jennifer Blackwell: 
 
I am completing a doctoral dissertation at the University of Northern Colorado entitled “Agency 
and Parallelism in Three Saxophone Works by Dorothy Chang: A Performative Analysis.” I would 
like your permission to reprint in my dissertation excerpts from my previously published article, 
“Trichord Transformation and a Quest for Symmetry in Dorothy Chang’s Two Preludes: An 
Analysis.” Sections from this will be used in the dissertation document. I will provide a 
disclaimer and full citation to give The Saxophone Symposium appropriate credit as copyright 
holder.  
 
The requested permission extends to any future revisions and editions of my dissertation, 
including non-exclusive world rights in all languages, and to the prospective publication of my 
dissertation by ProQuest through its ProQuest Dissertation Publishing business.  ProQuest may 
produce and sell copies of my dissertation on demand and may make my dissertation available 
for free internet download at my request. These rights will in no way restrict republication of 
the material in any other form by you or by others authorized by you. Your signing of this letter 
will also confirm that you own (or your company owns) the copyright to the above-described 
material.  
 
If these arrangements meet with your approval, please sign this letter where indicated below 
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